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Abstract
Pennsylvania is the only state government in the U.S. to enable split-rate property
taxation among its local governments. Since 1913, Pennsylvania has produced a body of
sustained outcomes across 33 municipalities: 16 that have current split rates, 5 that have
rescinded split rates, and 12 that have considered but never implemented split rates.
These cases present an array of arguments used for and against land value taxation. The
concern here is not with the validity of these arguments but with their efficacy in
implementing, promoting, defeating, and/or rescinding the split-rate tax as a form of land
taxation. Detailed narratives are constructed of local policy debates in four cities:
Pittsburgh, Allentown, Harrisburg, and York.
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Why So Little Georgism in America: Using the Pennsylvania Case Files to

Understand the Slow, Uneven Progress of Land Value Taxation
Introduction
Land value taxation is impeded by the same national sentiment that has reacted so
strongly to the Supreme Court’s Kelo decision.1 That decision has sparked an intense
national debate over the private property versus land use regulation and, ultimately, over
the ability government to define a “public purpose.” State legislatures across the country
are in a race to the altar of property over who can most quickly and most completely
“protect” private property and, especially homes, from eminent domain. On its face, this
“movement” has the potential to upset the often indelicate balance that represents local
land use planning in the United States.
The Kelo decision did not expand the jurisprudence of eminent domain beyond the settled
practice of the past fifty years.2 The Court has not spawned some new demon that will
devour our homes unless elected officials come riding to our rescue. Even conservative
proponents of judicial restraint and so-called “originalism” (the conservative
constitutional theory that the Framers’ intent should govern us unless we explicitly
amend it) acknowledge as much. For example, Jonathan Adler wrote in the National
Review, “While the Fifth Amendment clearly requires compensation for takings of any
sort, there is little evidence the Founders sought to limit the purposes for which eminent
domain could be used.”3
What is truly being attacked here is not eminent domain but our faith that government is
capable of defining a public use. Eminent domain is our rightful power to declare that
public use will trump private use. And because Americans are a fair-minded and
generous people, we have written into our very Constitution the protection that the
exercise of that rightful power demands the just compensation of the private owners. And
because Americans guard their liberties so dearly, we further protect private owners in
our state constitutions and laws (Pennsylvania certainly does this) by requiring public
participation, a well-defined planning process to determine public use, an appeals process
after decisions have been made, and that eminent domain be used only as a last resort.
Eminent domain applies only to holdouts who insist their private use should trump the
public. The 9 owners in Kelo were holdouts who sued after dozens of other owners had
sold their properties to New London. No rights are absolute. You can’t yell “fire” on a
crowded theater, you can’t sacrifice infants in free exercise of your religion, and you
can’t prevent the community from benefiting from a public use for which they are willing
to pay you in full. The use of eminent domain must be well regulated and always
demands just compensation. But an assault on eminent domain itself is an assault on our
ability to govern ourselves. If we can’t define a public purpose, then all government
action is illegitimate. It’s just another attack on the idea that government can improve the
lives of ordinary people and their communities.
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These matters lie at the heart of understanding the debate (or its absence) over land value
taxation. While much of that debate focuses on LVT’s impact on land use (the efficient
allocation of resources) and on public finance (the equity and sufficiency of generating
revenues), another aspect is important conceptually and rhetorically. Who is entitled to
the property interest that economists call “location rents”, which constitute a surplus
value? Youngman (1997) puts it this way:
Much of George’s appeal to fairness rests on this unearned nature of land
value. If a land tax is to be justified on these grounds, the very meaning of
that term requires fresh scrutiny…The profound difficulty of justifying
land taxation through a consideration of property rights makes the absence
of such discussion understandable. Yet without it, public perception of
land taxation will in all likelihood continue to be one of fundamental
unfairness.4
This question can easily be placed in the context of a broader discussion among legal
scholars. For example, Joseph Singer has criticized the narrower conception of the
“ownership model” of property:
We need to escape the romance of ownership; rather than blindly
following conventions about who the owner of property is, we should
focus on the interests asserted by those who claim they should be entitled
to control various aspects of the property, and determine, on the basis of
the appropriate normative criteria, who should have presumptive control
of the entitlement in question and who should have the burden pf
persuading us to shift the entitlement.
I have argued that the ownership model fails us because it obscures
important facts about the nature of property and the necessary tasks of
property law. It suppresses the tensions that exist within the concept of
property and within the institution of property as implemented in law. It
suggests that we award presumptive control over property to the person
conventionally denominated its owner and place the burden of persuasion
on all other claimants to rights in the property—a move that, as we have
seen, is not always appropriate. It mischaracterizes the relationship
between property and regulation by failing to recognize that government
actions conventionally decried as regulatory are often essential to bring
property into existence or to establish a form of property that coheres with
our sense of which kinds of human relationships are consistent with
respect for human dignity in a free and democratic society.5
While it he has much bigger fish to fry, it is easy to discern in Singer’s analysis a
potential ally of those who would redefine who is entitled to the surplus values generated
by location rents.
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The Kelo decision provokes what may be the most prejudicial aspect of this larger debate,
centered as it is on “hearth and home”. Could it be that land value taxation is a more
amenable issue on which to debate a reconsideration of property rights? Regardless of the
specifics, any such reconsideration will engage the broad public, sooner or later. Kelo has
also illustrated this reality. Hence this study: we need to better understand the
argumentation applied in these debates where they do occur. And on the subject of land
value taxation, that leads us to Pennsylvania.
Significance
This project would ask, again, a question that has long puzzled many affiliates of the
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy: why has some form of land value taxation (LVT), given
its many merits, not been more widely adopted in the United States? (See Netzer 2001 for
a review, as well as the panel featuring Samuels 2003 and his respondents, including
Harriss 2003 and Cord 2003.) Approaches to answering the question have included
marshalling empirical evidence about the impacts of LVT (e.g., Oates and Schwab 1997;
Tideman 1995) and specifying a portfolio of open research questions regarding impacts
(Netzer 2001).
There are several answers offered to explain why LVT is not widely adopted. First, many
U.S. homeowners have grown comfortable with the perceived role of land speculator.
They display the attitude that many Georgist economists ascribe to farmers: their land is
private property in the form of retirement “savings” that they expect to be able to cash
out. In the current urban setting, this often carries an additional ethical value: the fact that
homeowners bought (or never sold) back during a time of flight from cities to avoid
redistribution and/or racial integration makes the increment (especially of the past
decade) an earned reward for “doing the right thing”. This is consistent with the kind of
arguments advanced by Fischel (2001) with his “homevoter hypothesis”.
Second, even if the case could be won for the public recapture of land rent (the classical
argument of natural opportunities, unearned increment, and so on), the next biggest
barrier to LVT is that it represents the taxation of unrealized capital gains (Netzer 1984).
While that fact is the very mechanism of LVT’s aggregate benefits, it appears to generate
enormous resistance among voters. It is one thing to write, “Basically to make a city go,
you want to be rid of owners who see real estate mainly as a cash cow for their retirement
and replace them with owners who see it as a vehicle for their enterprise…” (Gaffney
2001). It is another thing entirely to build a majority coalition around that sentiment, as
compelling as it may be.
Third, there is too little discussion of the un-taxing of other sources (land improvements
as well as income and consumption) in the call to tax land more heavily (Harris 2003).
Philadelphia has been in the midst of an ongoing tax reform movement for several years
now, some of which has centered on a land value tax. The debate has focused mainly,
however, on reducing the city’s burdensome wage tax. Advocates of the latter have often
noted that the revenue losses from a wage tax reduction would be partly offset by rising
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property values (through capitalization) and thus property tax revenues. These arguments
have intersected with a near-revolt over the property assessment system in Philadelphia,
which itself conflates bad assessment practices with the problem of taxing unrealized
gains. The whole tangle has confused the potential costs and benefits of shifting local tax
bases.
Fourth, it is not clear that the problem is simply one of information—there may be
compelling interests at stake that prevent widespread adoption of LVT. As England
(2004) has suggested, the progressivity of a shift from the taxation of improvements to
land must be demonstrated not simply assumed. It may well be necessary to compensate
some owners both for transitional and ongoing impacts in order to assemble of political
coalition capable of implementing (and maintaining) a split-rate tax.
Method
The academic contributions to this question, while impeccable, probably assume too
close a nexus between knowledge development and policy formation. Econometric
evidence is often too complex to matter in a local (even national!) policy debate or so
subtle as to appear easily stalemated by counter-evidence. Pittsburgh was touted for
decades as the shining example of split-rate property taxation. The 2001 abandonment of
the split rate in Pittsburgh is a compelling example of the limited role that evidence often
plays in policy decisions.
We have too little understanding of the actual dynamics of local decision-making
regarding LVT. Furthermore, we have made too little use of the Pennsylvania “case files”
to gain some analytic leverage on those dynamics. In the past dozen years, Pennsylvania
has witnessed significant reliance on and praise for split-rate taxation in Pittsburgh and
Harrisburg, a major introduction of LVT in Allentown, ongoing debates regarding LVT
in Reading and Philadelphia, and the rescissions of LVT in Uniontown, Hazelton, and,
ominously, Pittsburgh.
By learning more about how agenda-setting, problem-framing, and power politics affect
the local debates and decisions on LVT, this project seeks to complement the empirical
evidence, extant and future, on the impacts of LVT on land use and local revenues. At the
very least, the kind of evidence proposed in this project might help to prioritize future
empirical research in accordance with the most decisive issues among local decision
makers.
The objective of the proposed project is to examine more closely the rhetorical and
political dynamics of local debates and decisions on split-value property taxation in the
Pennsylvania municipalities using and/or considering it during the past decade. We
employed the following three-part method. First, a number of scholars have considered
the question of LVT’s limited application. These have raised a number of intuitive
hypotheses into the rhetorical and political dynamics of LVT implementation and I have
attempted to evaluate those with reference to the Pennsylvania record. Second, the Center
for the Study of Economics maintains extensive paper files on LVT in Pennsylvania. My
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colleagues and I read through the CSE files on over 51 municipalities contained in
approximately 25 linear feet of filing cabinets. These files and the extensive newspaper
archives available from, for example, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and the Allentown
Morning Call provide the principal primary sources for the local experience in
Pennsylvania, especially in the period prior to the last ten years or so. Third, I selected six
cases with particularly rich files and histories for in-depth interviews with key
informants. I chose one municipality that is considering LVT—York—and three that
have or had the split-rate form of LVT—Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, and Allentown.
Pittsburgh established its LVT just before WWI, Harrisburg in the 1970s, and Allentown
in 1990s. In 2001, Pittsburgh rescinded its LVT after nearly 90 years of continuous
usage.
These four cases are chosen to reflect distinct examples: the longstanding paradigm
suddenly reversed, a longstanding success story with no discernible opposition, a recent
implementation that overcame longstanding opposition, and three varieties of current
debate across size of locality. It is unlikely that examination of these cases would find
uniform themes: the reality of the particulars will be too dominant in local settings with
repeated games among real people. But it may be useful to learn and document what did
in fact happen in these localities on this issue over time, both as a history of what is
possible and also as context empirical studies of impact. (A strong example of the latter is
the study of Pittsburgh by Oates and Schwab (1997). The authors deftly weave
econometric modeling and key informant interviews.)
My approach to this material is centered on narration. My goal is to document what
happened—and, especially, what was said—in these six cases. Along the way, I try to
avoid evaluating the accuracy of what was said (I do not claim to always succeed in
resisting) because that does not matter here. What matters is the rhetoric, the interests,
and the decisions actually employed, regardless of whether they conform to theory or
even to fact. Academics assert an interest in the “real world”. This is it, to the best of my
ability to reconstruct it in these times and places.
Cases
Pittsburgh
In 2001, Pittsburgh rescinded its split-rate tax on real property, requiring a revision of
virtually everything written on land value taxation in the U.S in the preceding decades.
Pittsburgh is probably the most significant case in this study because of its long-standing
preeminence in the applied field and its relatively sudden—almost casual—abandonment
of the technique. Without Pittsburgh, Georgists can point to no U.S. city with a
population larger than 107,000 (Allentown) that employs the split-rate property tax. How
could the shining light be doused so easily?
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Early Implementation by Progressives
Pittsburgh’s early embrace of land value taxation was presented as a reaction to large and
speculative landholding in the city.6 Large tracts of land were controlled by wealthy
landowners who, thanks to the favorable tax structure then in place, had substantial
incentives to hold the land. As noted in The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,
Pittsburgh’s complicated story of land, taxes, and speculation begins with
an observation from George Washington…While traveling through
Western Pennsylvania in 1753, the future…president noted the Point [the
Golden Triangle] was “extremely well situated for a fort” and behind it
was a “considerable bottom of flat, well-timbered land, very convenient
for building.” Several military officers saw the same potential. After the
Revolutionary War, Gen. James O’Hara purchased several empty tracts on
the North Side, South Side, and Downtown, including the future site of the
Kaufmann’s department store. Major Isaac Craig bought the land now
beneath the Gateway Center. Oliver Ormsby, whose father had marched
through Pittsburgh during the French and Indian War in the 1750s, paid
$170 for the Downtown lots now under the Henry W. Oliver Building.
These early purchases became foundations for great fortunes.7
The Pittsburgh Civic Commission concluded that this scarcity had made land so costly
that employers were choosing to not invest in Pittsburgh and that tax burdens were being
manipulated to shift burdens among homeowners. The origins of the latter were traced to
the real property classification scheme instituted during the expansion of city boundaries.
Following the spectacular consolidation of the City and County of Philadelphia in 1854
(in which that city’s size increased from 2 to 135 square miles), many older cities began
to annex and consolidate adjacent jurisdictions, culminating in the 1898 consolidation of
City of New York.
Pittsburgh began a period of annexation in 1867 and continued through 1907 with the
consolidation of Pittsburgh and Allegheny (an adjacent municipality, not the surrounding
county, continues to contain the city of Pittsburgh.) After the 1907 annexation, Pittsburgh
moved from the eleventh to the eighth largest U.S. city. Local taxation was treated as a
benefit payment for urban services and a condition of annexation after 1867 was the
classification of land parcels as either “full city”, “rural or suburban”, or “agricultural”.8
The classification scheme was a political bargain that induced outlying jurisdictions to
accept annexation (referenda became the standard instrument of annexation in
Pennsylvania and elsewhere, especially following the Philadelphia consolidation, which
was done by fiat) by recognizing their lower demands on urban services. The “rural”
class of land received a property tax discount of one-third and the “agricultural” class a
discount of one-half. During a period of tremendous population growth, the classification
system remained basically fixed, making the “rural or suburban” parcels relatively
valuable. By 1910, one estimate claimed that one-fourth of the city’s parcels were
receiving the “rural” tax discount.9
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In 1911, the State passed legislation proposed by the Civic Commission that abolished
the land classification system, among other changes (e.g., unifying the school budget
across the entire city rather than tax each local ward independently of the others). The
Commission did not rest on this success, however, but continued with
…a further reconstructive program promoted by some of the tax reform
forces whose initial campaign proved thus successful. Their scrutiny of the
distorted equilibrium which had existed in Pittsburgh between land and
building taxes led them naturally enough to propose that the balance
should be struck in the other way. In a report made in December, 1911, the
committee on housing of the Pittsburgh Civic Commission recommended
that the legislature enact a law fixing the tax rate on buildings in
Pittsburgh at 50 per cent of that on land, the reduction in the building tax
to be made up by increases in the land tax…The proposal was thus not to
stop at eliminating the classification plan, but to turn it inside out; from a
policy discriminating in favor of land to go to one of discriminating
against land.10
In 1913, the Civic Commission secured passage in the state legislature of a bill enabling a
two-tier tax in Pennsylvania cities of the second class (i.e., Pittsburgh and Scranton, the
latter also applied graded tax that year) that fell more heavily on land than buildings. One
major concession made during the debate on the legislation was that the school tax would
not be subject to the split rate.
It was quickly challenged by the new mayor elected in 1914 (Joseph G. Armstrong), the
chamber of commerce, powerful land holders and politicians, who said that the tax
discriminated against landowners and was “unlawful, unjust and un-American.” The
governor, John K. Tener, who was from Pittsburgh and had signed the 1913 legislation,
helped rebuff the appeals attempts and the split rate tax took hold in Pittsburgh.11 The
plan was implemented in five planned increments between 1915 and 1925, at which date
the tax rate in buildings was one-half that on land.
The argumentation used to describe this policy was straight out of Progress and Poverty.
Paul Kellogg, the long-time editor of The Pittsburgh Survey (a research and reporting
effort on social reform that began in 1907 and continued into the 1920s) wrote in 1914
about the new graded tax in Pittsburgh:
As has already been seen, the higher tax which for forty years had been
levied on built up property in Pittsburgh tended to encourage the
speculative holding of land out of use; to augment the sales price of
available land, and thus discourage the location of industries in the city; to
discourage building enterprises thus perpetuate the ramshackle dwelling
which hold their tenants when workmen’s homes are hard to buy or high
to rent. High land cost and excess building tax have been the lot of the
householder and factory builder in Pittsburg. The new plan does more than
take the penalty off building houses and factories; it rewards that kind of
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enterprise by a lower tax the same way that Pennsylvania rewards
industrial capital in exempting machinery from taxation. It will cut the tax
on improvements in half and spread one part out as an additional penalty
for holding land out of the market.12

The Mid-Century Consensus
By the 1960s, most local observers were crediting the policy with all sorts of positive
effects. In 1962, the Chief Assessor for Pittsburgh, Percy Williams (himself a Georgist
and one of the founders and first executive secretary of the Henry George Foundation)
reported that the graded tax contributed in the 1940s and early 1950s to the building
boom in the Golden Triangle.13 According to Williams, several downtown office
buildings, including those built by United States Steel and Alcoa, were paying much less
($355,000 and $210,000 per year, respectively, in current dollars) than they would under
a single rate system. In an often-quoted statement of the mid-century consensus opinion
in Pittsburgh, David L. Lawrence (Mayor of Pittsburgh, 1945-1959, and Governor of
Pennsylvania, 1959-1963) said as governor, “There is no doubt in my mind that the
graded tax has been a good thing for Pittsburgh. It has discouraged the holding of vacant
land for speculation and provides an incentive for building improvements. It produced a
more prosperous city.”14
By the late 1970s, the consensus began to fracture. In 1979, when Mayor Richard S.
Caliguiri (Democrat, mayor from 1977 until 1988 when he died in office) proposed
increasing the wage tax, Councilman William Coyne proposed hiking the land tax
instead. Overriding the mayor’s objections, council increased the ratio of land tax to
improvement tax from 2:1 to 4:1. This increase derived from an increase in the land tax
rate while maintaining a constant tax rate on the assessed value of improvements.15 As
we shall see below, the assessments of both land and building value remained essentially
fixed in this period and, indeed, for the next twenty years.
In 1980, again over Caliguiri’s objections, the ratio was increased again to 5:1.
Acccording to Dan Sullivan, the director of the pro-land tax Center for Local Tax
Research, “Bill Coyne went around and talked to Council very patiently. He talked to the
developers and to business groups and all the neighborhoods. And his attitude was: it was
more important that your opponents respect you than your supporters endorse you. He
was good at not making enemies.”16
In 1983, Fortune magazine published a lengthy article titled “Higher Taxes that Promote
Development,” focusing on Pennsylvania and its split-rate tax.17 Calling the Georgist
formula of loading the tax burden on land owners “a sort of supply-side approach to real
estate taxation,” the article observed that “few people, even among public officials and
real estate executives, understand the nature of the tax and its economic ripples.”
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At least in Pittsburgh, a pro-land-tax political regime existed throughout most of the 20th
Century regardless of how widely or narrowly understood it was. As Councilman Coyne
opined in the Fortune piece, “I believe we are on to something exciting. I do not want to
claim too much for it, but we may discover that our form of property-tax modernization is
a hidden treasure—like finding gold in our own backyard.” But Mayor Caliguiri, who
had been twice thwarted in his efforts to reign in the land tax, had a different view,
according to Fortune. “I don’t see where they help at all,” he said of the higher rates on
land.
Breckenfeld writing in Fortune reported on several countervailing factors that Oates and
Schwab would discover 14 years later in their careful analysis of LVT in Pittsburgh.
After noting that the 1981 construction rate in Pittsburgh was nearly six times the 19771978 rate (albeit it is not clear what precisely is being claimed there), Breckenfeld
attributes much of the building boom to a scarcity of office space and a three-year tax
abatement adopted in 1980 on new construction. Without a discussion of LVT’s
theoretical neutrality and without the Oates and Schwab argument about LVT’s
importance as “differential taxation”, Breckenfeld offers only this conclusion about the
building surge: “The widening differential between the taxes on buildings and land
undoubtedly helped. It cut the annual bill for owners of some skyscrapers by more than
$500,000 a year when compared with a conventional 1-to-1 ratio taxation.”
In 1985, Mayor Caliguiri commissioned a study of the land tax from the Pennsylvania
Economy League. Titled “Development, Equity and the Graded Tax in the City of
Pittsburgh,” the study concluded that “the graded tax has very little effect on
development” and that “the benefits fall primarily on single-family dwellings in more
affluent neighborhoods”.18 But land tax advocates called the report inaccurate and—as
often happens in real arguments between real people in the real world—they questioned
the objectivity of David L. Donahoe, the PEL executive director. Donahoe had been
Caliguiri’s former budget director, pointed out Dan Sullivan, in a lengthy critique of the
study. “Year after year, as the mayor’s employee, Donahoe had the job of coming up with
taxes other than land value tax, and of providing arguments against the land value tax,”
wrote Sullivan. In addition, Sullivan said, he’d told Donohoe before the study came out
that the graded tax played only a supporting role and had submitted to PEL a report that
stated the surge of construction “exceeds the most optimistic predictions of land tax
experts and much of the credit belongs to the city administration’s aggressive efforts at
recruiting development.”19
In the 1990s, the land tax came under attack again under during another mayoral
administration. In 1989, Ben Hayllar, finance director under mayor Sophie Masloff, was
charged with finding a way to reduce the wage tax. He proposed replacing a percentage
of it with a flat 10-mil property tax, but Hayllar’s approach was rejected by City Council,
which instead unanimously passed an expansion of the land tax once again, raising it to
the approximate 6:1 ratio that would hold until 2001. Interestingly, Pittsburgh’s Building
Owners and Managers Association, along with the Golden Triangle Association—the
same groups that had opposed the 1979 increase in the land tax—spoke against Hayllar’s
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idea and supported Council as did other members of the administration and the mayor
herself.20
In 1992, Hayllar produced a study that claimed the tax policy fell harder on properties in
poorer neighborhoods. But land tax advocates who scrutinized the analysis contended
Hayllar had made multiple errors in the study. The properties burdened with higher land
taxes in the neighborhood he looked at, they contended, were actually absentee owners of
underdeveloped sites. Hayllar, though, remains a staunch foe of the policy. “If the land
value tax had any merit there would have been construction uniformly over the last fifty
years,” he maintained. Later on, after he’d moved on to work in the administration of
Philadelphia mayor Ed Rendell, Hayllar continued to speak out against the land tax,
criticizing local advocates efforts to bring it to that city and calling it a “really bad
idea.”21
This was the period studied by Oates and Schwab (1997) in their research of impacts of
LVT in Pittsburgh. This study is widely cited as the most credible empirical study of
LVT impacts in the United States setting. For present purposes, however, perhaps the
authors’ most useful contribution is clear language (and supporting findings) regarding
one of the major effects of LVT:
…one finds in the more popular literature the claim that land-value
taxation encourages earlier development of vacant land parcels by placing
a penalty on undeveloped property. This is simply incorrect. Land-value
taxes place the same penalty on land regardless of whether it is developed;
indeed, it is for this reason that the tax is neutral. In sum, if land
assessments are not based on actual use and if liquidity effects are
unimportant, then land-value taxation is neutral: it will in itself have no
direct effects on either the form or timing of development of unused land
parcels.22
The Oates and Schwab study is, of course, sophisticated about the importance of the
assumption that assessments are “correct” and of the importance of implicitly lower tax
rates on buildings (as opposed to higher rates on land) in spurring development.
Furthermore, the authors (unlike earlier research, such as that by PEL) insist that LVT
likely played a crucial role in Pittsburgh’s economic development during this period
through the mechanism of “differential taxation”,
…to conclude from this that the role of land taxation was relatively
unimportant is, in our view, a serious misinterpretation…The role of landvalue taxation is to be understood in terms of the revenue
alternatives…[and] not in terms of any direct stimulus to development, for
there is likely to be little or none if the tax is neutral. Rather, land-value
taxation provides city officials with a tax instrument that generates
revenues but has no damaging side effects on the urban economy.23
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Tellingly, the next and fatal round of debate on Pittsburgh’s graded tax rates was focused
precisely on these questions of revenue sufficiency and equity of tax burden.
Development and land use effects played no discernible role.
Sudden Death
Though the establishment consensus on LVT was perhaps less solid in the 1980s and
1990s than it had been in the 1960s, it was a county-wide reassessment of property values
in 2000-2001 that led to the split rate’s rescission. In the following paragraphs, the
unfolding events and decisions related to the rescission are narrated. The three important
factors in the story are: the press of electoral politics (a mayoral election campaign was
held in the midst of a reassessment and the decision to rescind the graded tax); the
problem of “many hands”24 (the responsibility for the tax is divided between the county
and city); and the comprehensive reassessment attempted to make simultaneous changes
to the system (reassessment and full-market valuation) and thus conflated the effects of
each on the resulting tax bills.
As is common across the United States, real property assessment is a county function in
Pennsylvania. In 1996, Republican Allegheny County Commissioners Larry Dunn and
Bob Cranmer ordered a five-year freeze on all property assessments in the county (and
also fired 42 assessors in the county Board of Property Assessment, Appeals, and
Review.25 This created a conflict with the mayor of Pittsburgh, Tom Murphy, who had
both pledged not to raise taxes and called for comprehensive reassessment. For years,
Murphy had derided the chronic underassessment and claimed that appropriately
increased valuations would demonstrate the effects of his economic development policies
and generate increased revenues from the property tax.26
Common Pleas Judge R. Stanton Wettick Jr., beginning an involvement in the issue that
continues actively to this day, ruled in 1997 that the county’s freeze was in violation of
the state constitutional requirements of equal protection and uniformity of taxation.27
Stanton ordered that all 550,000 properties in Allegheny County be assigned new values
by an outside contractor and, until that comprehensive reassessment could be completed,
that all properties in the county be assigned an increased assessed value of two percent
each year. Appeals were rejected by higher courts.
In March 1998, Sabre Systems and Service of Ohio was awarded a $23.9 million contract
to performed the county-wide reassessment. 28 Over the next 27 months, Sabre performed
a reassessment of all properties in the county. In accordance with Pennsylvania state law,
the reassessment was based on recent sales of comparable properties. In addition to
reassessing all values, the court order and the resulting contract with Sabre Systems
required that Allegheny County abandon its fractional assessment system (at which
assessed values were calibrated to 25 percent of fair market value) to a full-market-value
assessment.29 The local governments involved—the city, the county, and the school
district—all acknowledged the arithmetic and legal necessity (Pennsylvania state law
limits revenue windfalls related to reassessment of the tax base to five percent) of
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reducing millage rates in proportion to the shift to full valuation. But even this relatively
simple aspect of the change became part of the dispute that led to recission of the tworate tax.
Sabre Systems Operations Manager George Donatello recalled briefing city officials “at
least ten times” during this period that land values in particular had been under-assessed
at inappropriately low valuations.30 However, in procedure that many would later claim
was the beginning of the acute phase of Pittsburgh’s long reassessment crisis, in the fall
of 2000 Sabre mailed preliminary statements of assessed value to all property owners--but only reported the combined assessed value of both land and improvements.31 These
combined reassessments provoked little outrage and Mayor Murphy embraced the
increased values as a vindication of his tenure.32
A second step in what would become the larger dispute was taken when Sabre reported to
the city that the overall land value share would be approximately 20 percent of total
assessed value.33 City Finance Director at the time, Ellen McLean, used that overall share
to project the necessary millage rates under the new assessment. In November 2000,
Murphy proposed (and City Council adopted on December 19, 2000) a rate of 31.37 mills
on land and 5.44 mills on improvements (a ratio of almost 6:1, which had been in force
since 1989).34 These rates generated a nearly ten percent increase in property tax
revenues to $123 million, prompting many to ask whether this was a violation of the state
cap on reassessment-related revenue increases. 35 Again, it is the move from fractional to
full valuation that makes this distinction possible. Because of this change, millage rates
were being lowered to reflect the new arithmetic and there is no state prohibition on
adjusting tax rates per se in order to generate more revenue. So Murphy could claim that
he was not raising taxes (since he was lowering the rates) and simultaneously claim that
the increased revenue was not a result of reassessment alone (since he was adjusting rates
to generate the revenue).
Then, in January 2001, three things happened that precipitated the actual crisis phase.
First, property owners in Pittsburgh received their final reassessment notices, containing
a breakdown of separate land and improvement valuations and, for the first time, a
calculation of the taxes owed under the two-tiered tax rates. Second, the land component
of the total valuation in the city increased more than the city had been told to expect.
Third, the method by which Sabre Systems estimated land valuations came under severe
criticism for, in particular, having differential impacts by neighborhood. I examine each
of these in turn.
Preliminary and Final Assessment Notices
Problem definition, understood as a strategic representation of situations, is half the battle
in a policy debate.36 The framing of the problem that would define much of the public
debate regarding Pittsburgh’s split-rate property tax is accurately illustrated in the frontpage story in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette of Friday, January 12, 2201 that first reported
the widespread impact of the Sabre Systems reassessment:
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Here’s a quiz from the Allegheny County reassessment:
A property on Bartlett Street in Squirrel Hill is assessed at $295,100. A
property on Kentucky Avenue in Shadyside is assessed at $133,000.
Which owner pays more in city taxes?
Easy, right?
Wrong. The owner of the lower-priced property will pay nearly $200 or 8
percent more.
That’s one of the seemingly perverse outcomes from the city’s two-tiered
real estate tax, in which land is taxed at a different rate than the house that
sits on it.
In prior years, the two-tiered tax was little more than a math nuisance.
This year, however, it’s packing a powerful wallop. Because countywide
assessors ratcheted up values for land, which is taxed at a rate roughly six
times that of buildings, some city dwellers are in for an unpleasant
surprise when their tax bills arrive next month.
Steve Beltz may have been lulled into complacency when his preliminary
notice showed a modest overall increase for his Shadyside property—from
$123,000 to $158,000. But he later learned that his land value had been
raised from $8,200 to $68,000, causing his city taxes to double.37
Every property owner in Pittsburgh had their perception of reassessment anchored by the
initial report of change in the combined value of their land and building assessment. This
anchored had two effects. First, fairness is often framed as the equal treatment of likes
and, therefore, the definition of what is like what is crucial to determining what is fair.
The initial assessment notices anchored the definition of likes in terms of combined
assessed value rather than the two components are that combined value. In the preceding
passage, a standard of fairness is being violated because two items defined as likes, the
combined assessed values of two properties, are being treated differently: a combined
value assessed at half the value is yielding a higher tax bill.
Second, the initial notices anchored an expectation regarding the taxes due. Consider the
“man on the street” profiled employed above. The owner may have reasonably expected a
28 percent increase in property tax deriving from his 28 percent increase in overall
assessed value. That in itself is a large single-year increase and reflects the long-term
freeze of assessed values in Allegheny County and the apparent systematic underassessment of land values in particular. George Donatello, Sabre Systems’ operations
manager, claimed that land values were “so low they weren’t anywhere near reality.
People in the past kept land values low, artificially low, because of the way the tax rate
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was structured.”38 Even without such manipulation, property valuation had remained
essentially fixed in Allegheny County for at least five years.
Instead of debating various options for incrementally phasing the impact of such tax
payments, which would be the standard policy response to a large increase in
assessments, the existence of the split-rate made a bad problem worse and was processed
as the cause rather than just a magnification. At first, this causal argument came
exclusively from those outside the city. In addition to Donatello’s quote above, Bob
Webb (the County Manager) claimed that the problem was not the assessments or the
failure of the city to reduce millage rates but specifically the city’s tax structure, and he
challenged the city to “stop taxing land at six times the rate of buildings.”39 At first, city
officials (the mayor, city council members, and the controller) focused their criticism on
the assessments not the tax structure. As we shall see below, however, this argument was
quickly picked up by a mayoral challenger and became the central contention of the
campaign.
Increasing Land Values
Second, the aggregate increases in land value were larger than the projection Sabre gave
to the city in the fall of 2000, when millage rates were being set for 2001. The bulk of
increased value in Pittsburgh was assigned by Sabre Systems to land rather than
improvements. Between 1995 and 2000, the total assessed value of real property in
Pittsburgh increased 9 percent from $8.19 billion to $8.91 billion. In the Sabre
reassessment, the total assessed value increased 50 percent to $13.35 billion. The
assessed land value increased 81 percent between 2000 and 2001 while the assessed
building value increased 43 percent.40 On its face, this assignment of increased value is
consistent with a Georgist view. Indeed, Sabre’s Donatello has many statements on the
record of the importance of site value in assessment, including: “We talk about location,
location, location. That’s the major factor. It’s not the building. It’s the land.”41
The problem, however, arose in the millage rates the city had set based on the initial
lower aggregate land value (and this was further confounded by the move from fractional
to full valuation). Those rates had been set on the anticipated 20 percent share of land
value to total value. City Council Dan Cohen claimed that land accounted for 10 percent
of total property value in the city in 2000 and under the new assessment would account
for 30 percent of total value in 2001.42 County Controller Dan Onorato (himself a city
resident and former city councilman) claimed that his sampling of city properties showed
land values ranging from 4 to 20 percent of total value before the reassessment, and
ranging from 22 to 29 percent after the reassessment.43
This discrepancy between the projected and final share of land value saddled the city
administration with a set of land and building tax rates that aggravated rather than
mitigated the effect of increased assessments. This added to the perception that the cause
of the problem was the graded tax itself. The conventional policy response would have
been to lower rates in recognition of increased assessed value. Indeed, while the city
administration continued to complain about the quality of the assessments, they quickly
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proposed a reduction in millage rates. But this, too, was swept away in the proposal to
rescind the split rate.
Contested Assessment Methods
The final assessed values and resulting tax bills produced a firestorm of criticism. Local
representatives recognized the merging taxpayer revolt and attempted to focus their
reaction on Sabre Systems’ reassessment methods and results. On the first weekend of the
crisis, Mayor Tom Murphy held a “rare” Sunday news conference to decry the Sabre
Systems assessment of land values. Murphy said the assessed values “defy common
sense”, represent a method “that we’re quickly losing confidence in”, and that “It defies
logic, in our minds, that this has happened.”44 While criticizing the land assessments,
Murphy defended the two-rate tax. He said, “Changing that system is very complicated
because it shifts values around. Generally, in lower income areas, the land values are not
as high so you end up shifting values from higher income areas to lower income areas.”
Unfortunately, complexity was not a welcome participant in the unfolding debate.
Land tax advocates in Pittsburgh and elsewhere have raised the suggestion that
city/county political and economic competition is related to the Sabre System
reassessment method:
According to the Center for the study of Economics, [Allegheny County
Chief Executive Jim] Roddey disparaged the tax policies of the four 2-rate
tax cities in Alleghent County. He essentially demanded they stop using
the system that has seen lowered taxes for most and economic
development without costly giveaways or sweetheart deals. It was the
Republican County Chief Executive and previous County officials who
had hired Ohio-based Sabre Systems.
Dan Sullivan of the Center for Local Tax Research had been calling Sabre
and asking them what they were doing on land assessments and he had
been assured everything was fine…The valuations defied common sense,
Sullivan said, upon finally getting to see Sabre’s figures. The assessments
are run by Allegheny County, and only about a fourth of the county’s
population is in the City of Pittsburgh. The campaign contributions for
Republican candidates to county officials primarily come from people
who own property in the city but live in the suburbs. The county has
always been our obstacle, said Sullivan. Sabre tried to assign land as a
residual value, noted Sullivan. The law requires assessing land value
exclusive of buildings, then assessing the buildings. Sabre instead came up
with its total value and then arbitrarily assigned a value to land. Since they
had no land basis they didn’t know if the building was appropriate to the
location or not. They used a replacement cost formula for assessing
buildings.
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The office of Pittsburgh City Controller Tom Flaherty [represented by
staff attorney Kevin Forsythe] first saw the Sabre valuation figures and
recognized that it had resulted in systematic overassessment of homes in
low and moderate income neighborhoods and underassessment in more
affluent neighborhoods. Sabre’s computer model leaned too heavily
toward replacement cost and away from market values. 45
These admittedly second-hand proceedings from a 2001 conference present claims that
are unsubstantiated and somewhat contradictory. But they demonstrate the level of
distrust in play in the midst of the crisis. Being a Philadelphian, I would never dismiss an
alleged conspiracy simply because it cannot be proven. And these suspicions certainly
linger. Dan Sullivan recently said, [Sabre Systems] had a whole county to do and they
only screwed up the city.”46
But the decision to criticize the quality of the reassessment carried a rhetorical penalty for
the city administration. Without a set of assessed land values to point to, Murphy and his
allies were accepting a debate about fairness that was framed by the combined assessed
values rather than the component assessed value. Defenders of the split-rate needed a set
of defensible assessed land values in order to redefine the fairness debate around treating
like land values in an equal manner. By focusing their critique on Sabre Systems’
allegedly erroneous land value assessments, the city administration helped reinforce the
emerging goal of taxing equally two properties with equal combined assessed values on
fairness grounds.
None of these arguments about assessment quality or millage rates or phased tax
increases had a chance to mature and define the ensuing policy debate. Less than a week
after the increase in assessed land values became front-page news, mayoral candidate and
City Council President Bob O’Connor proposed replacing the venerable split-rate tax
with a unified property tax.
A unified rate would be easier for residents to understand and to appeal,
and it would also force Downtown property owners to pay a greater share
of the tax burden, [O’Connor] said. That’s because the [proposed] 10.8
mill rate would apply to both land and buildings, so owners of the biggest
buildings, who have been paying the 5.44 mill rate on their structures,
would instead see a near doubling in the rate.
“Large property owners have learned how to manipulate Henry George’s
two-tiered system to the detriment of the poor and middle class of this
city,” O’Connor said.
“Maybe years ago this system might have been able to work. But the only
reason I can think of anyone fighting [a single-rate system] is only to
protect the big boys Downtown,” he added.47
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It is notable that in Pittsburgh everyone, foes and friends alike, make easy reference to
Henry George. It is also small consolation that such familiarity breeds contempt and
misunderstanding. This quote is a brilliant framing of the issue in a way to elicit popular
appeal. But it was clear from the very beginning of the O’Connor proposal that this was
not just a struggle between Downtown commercial owners and “the poor and middle
class” homeowners but rather between Downtown interests and the city’s most affluent
homeowners. The proposed 10.8 mill rate was the implied single rate derived form the
existing 2-tier rates applied to the reassessed values; so it was revenue neutral in
aggregate yield. Eighteen wards (including the city’s wealthiest) would pay less under a
single rate than the split-rate, and the 14 remaining wards (including the city’s poorest)
would be more. Most of the transferred impact would occur between four wards: the two
most affluent neighborhoods (Squirrel Hill and Shadyside) would pay $3.7 million and
$1.5 million less respectively under the single rate while the two wards containing the
Downtown business district would pay a total of 6.5 million more. But there would also
be proportional (to assessed value) increases in many low-value neighborhoods, which
would receive increases of 10-15 percent. These figures were all reported in the same
article announcing O’Connor’s proposal to end the split-rate tax.
Murphy and his administration continued to appeal to complexity and an equity argument
based on numbers.
Murphy spokesman Craig Kwiecinski said council members were briefed
on the option of going to a unified rate in October, but they felt then the
city should stay with the two-tiered system. Kwiecinski said a single rate
could penalize those in lower-income neighborhoods.
“It’s not as simple as just shifting the burden to commercial users. It’s a
very complicated issue,” he said.48
Mayor Murphy continued to defend the two-tiered system:
“It shifts the taxes from the more expensive houses to the more moderately
priced ones,” [Murphy] said. “It’s not simply helping the Downtown
owners.
As he has done for the past week, Murphy placed the blame for the tax
uproar in some city neighborhoods, particularly Shadyside and Squirrel
Hill, on Sabre, which he has accused of botching city land values.49
While the city continued to place blame on Sabre Systems’ assessments, George
Donatello of Sabre quickly supported O’Connor’s proposal.
“Folks should be talking to their representatives who have kept this system
alive for I don’t know how many years. But it’s a bad system and the
taxpayers are going to pay for it,” [Donatello] said yesterday.50
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On Friday, January 19, 2001—one week after the reassessment story had broke—Mayor
Murphy filed suit against Sabre Systems in Judge Wettick’s court requesting that Sabre
explain the method by which land values were determined and assessed. 51 Meanwhile,
City Council President O’Connor continued his drumbeat on the ending the split-rate:
“Nobody likes the Sabre Systems evaluation. We all went up. I certainly
don’t like that. I’m working very hard to try to level the playing field for
all of the neighborhoods of the city of Pittsburgh. This is one option we
have to explore.”
“The winners are a lot of the neighborhoods; the losers are the buildings
Downtown,” he added. “The biggest winners here are the public. The
people taking advantage of [the two tiered rate] for the last 50 years are
the big office buildings. It’s to their benefit.”52
This language may be garbled and even verging on incoherent. But the rhetoric was
resonating with taxpayer resentment in ways that were clearly forcing Mayor Murphy to
respond: On Tuesday, January 23, Murphy made an unscheduled and unannounced visit
to council chambers during a portion of their meeting reserved for public comment. At
the meeting, Murphy stated his openness “to the possibility of moving to a unified rate if
together we believe that will best protect our residents.”
Murphy’s impromptu visit to council shifted some attention away from
O’Connor, his political rival, who was poised to soak up most of the tax
rate attention himself. Councilman Jim Ferlo, an ally of O’Connor, called
the mayor’s visit “a full court press with the palace guard.”
Similar to the surprise news conference on Sabre’s assessments that
Murphy called two Sundays ago, his address to council seemed to be part
of a “best defense is a good offense” strategy to deflect attention from
O’Connor’s proposals.53
But while opening the door to a unified rate, the real purpose of Murphy’s visit to City
Council was to announce a proposed change in the land and improvement tax rates:
Murphy then told council there is no easy fix to tax hikes, which he
primarily blamed on the reassessment “mess” created by Sabre. But he
said the best way to ease the burden of tax increases is by changing the
current two-tiered rate, while continuing to push Sabre in Common Pleas
Court to review its land appraisals.54
Two cross-pressures were driving Murphy to complement if not eclipse his attack on
Sabre’s assessments with the more immediate tactic of reducing rates. First, the tax bills
for the city and the school district were scheduled to be mailed in February, only days a
away. The school district had already argued to Judge Wettick that further delay would
require the district to borrow operating funds and that the assessments, having been duly
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certified, were a legally sufficient basis for the district to implement it’s own taxation.55
Second, another lawsuit had been filed that effectively exposed a back-door tax hike that
the city would have received under its existing tax rates as applied to the new
assessments.56 The existing rates of 31.37 mills on land and 5.44 mills on improvements
were expected to produce an increase of at least 10 percent in property tax revenues for
the city. (The school district had explicit planned a tax increase and was expected to
receive an increase in revenues of 47 percent---another indication of the pressing need for
the district to proceed with mailing the tax bills.) So in order to rebut charges that he’d
raised taxes, Murphy needed to reduce the millage anyway.
So, applying them to the Sabre reassessment of land and improvement values, Murphy
proposed new tax rates of 22.6 on land and 7.7 mills on buildings. Note that the new rates
would have significantly changed the ratio of land to building tax rates, form almost 6:1
to less than 3:1. While this proposal might have been received differently a month earlier,
its effect was to splinter opinion in unexpected ways. Dan Sullivan, the city’s long-time
leading private advocate for LVT, continued to focus on assessment errors and called for
lowering those rather than changing the rates.57 City Council also fractured in unexpected
ways, once tax rates were put in play by both O’Connor and Murphy:
Such is the confusion of the reassessment debate that [City Councilman
Alan] Hertzberg, normally an O’Connor ally, said he did not support
O’Connor’s flat property tax, which would nearly double the current tax
on buildings while cutting land taxes by two-thirds.
He said the flat rate would lead to tax increases for middle-class residents
of his West End district, many of whom have low land values as a
percentage of over all value.
But Hertzberg, council’s real estate expert, doesn’t entirely support
Murphy’s plan either. He said he thinks the city millage rates are
effectively a tax increase, since they are set to generate 10 percent more
tax revenue than they did in 2000.58
Meanwhile, Murphy’s latest proposal found little support in City Council. In a vote on
the issue, only one councilman, Sala Udin, stood with Murphy in favor of maintaining the
venerable graded tax. “We had a two-tier tax system that many people did not
understand,” said Udin in a recent interview. “The single system might have made it
simpler, but the consequences for low and fixed-income homeowners were greater with a
single rate tax and I believed we ought to think about that.” About O’Connor’s attack on
the land tax, Udin said, “He understood it least of all.”59
Understood or not, O’Connor’s solution to a problem defined as imminent and large
increases in property tax bills continued to gain momentum. In city council hearings on
the “dueling”tax proposals, a member county assessment board, Jerry Speer, made one of
the first public defenses of the Sabre assessments. Speer, a former president of the
Pennsylvania Association of Realtors,
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…defended Sabre’s land and overall property valuations, saying they used
uniform standards and were “pretty accurate”. The best way to accurately
use those values is a single tax on the overall value, such as O’Connor has
proposed, he said.
“People don’t care what their assessments are. They care what their taxes
are. The one-tiered system is the only way to make this fair and
equitable,” Speer said.60
In a particularly powerful vignette of how local policy debates are both closely held and
symbolized by individual stories, the newpaper reported
The most emotional testimony came early in the hearing from Virginia
Cornyn of Shadyside. She choked up at council’s podium as she showed
that she’ll pay more in taxes for her Lehigh Avenue house assessed at
$183,000 (which she purchased for $54,000) than the owner of a Squirrel
Hill house assessed at $325,000 (which was purchased for $428,000).
“I would be carrying this mansion on Beechwood Boulevard on my tax
bill. How can this be?” she complained. “Mayor Murphy’s plan would not
solve the problem. He just keeps confusing the problem more.”
Television cameras and reporters scrambled to record Cornyn’s vivid
testimony. It was just the latest compelling moment on the tax issue,
which on Wednesday featured a shouting match between Murphy aides
and City Controller Tom Flaherty, forcing a council tax hearing to
temporarily recess.
Cornyn is Flaherty’s sister.61
This was all too much for Mayor Murphy’s conditional defense of the city’s 88 year-old
graded tax scheme. He had attracted little support beyond the editorial pages for his
adjusted split-rate proposal. One week after making that proposal, a week that including
days of press coverage of council testimony like the preceding, Murphy proposed a
single-rate tax plan that added a “homestead exemption” on the first $10,000 of assessed
value.62 At the proposed single rate of 10.8 mills, this amounted to $108 credit for all
homeowners. The next day, the proposal was introduced as legislation in City Council.
After less than three and one-half weeks of public debate, the venerable split-rate tax was
gone. In a fitting epitaph to the framing of this debate, a local tax lawyer wrote an
opinion column the next day, employing exactly the same strategic representation of the
issue that had occupied the front page of the newspaper on January 12:
Consider for example two properties with equal assessed values. One of
the properties is on Mount Washington, and the other is in Oakland. A
larger portion of the assessed value of the Mount Washington property is
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allocated to land, because the property has a view of Downtown. Due to
this difference in allocation, and even though the assessed values are
equal, the graded tax causes the owner if the Mount Washington property
to pay a higher tax than the owner of the Oakland property. Since each of
these properties receives the same fire, police, and emergency services
from the city, there is no rational basis for requiring the Mount
Washington property to bear a greater share of the burden of government
expenditures simply because the property has a view of Downtown.63
In addition to the unexamined assumptions regarding benefit taxation, here we see the
implicitly definition of “likes” based on overall assessed value and the assessed land
value dismissed as a mere arbitrary “allocation”. Even if we stipulate to the (again,
implicit) claim that the only site-value difference between Mount Washington and
Oakland is the view (a claim which, if made explicit, I suspect most Pittsburghers would
dismiss on its face), it is only the author’s tautological omission of the specific land and
building assessments that make his claim of unfairness true, by definition.
But it was a perception that won the political debate. When Murphy and his City Council
supporters approved the 10.8-mill single rate, they said it was a temporary measure to
protect homeowners while fixing the assessment system.64 The single rate, however, has
remained in place ever since. One calculation of the effect of the move from the two-rate
system to a single rate calculated that 54 percent of homeowners paid more under the
10.8 combined millage than they would have paid under the preceding split rates.65
Three months later, Murphy squeaked by O’Connor by 800 votes in the mayoral primary.
It was obviously a very close race that left little margin for error by either candidate.
Most observers in Pittsburgh believed that Murphy’s neutralization of O’Connor’s claim
on ending the city’s split-rate tax system was a political necessity.66
Aftermath
In May of 2005, Bob O’Connor breezed to an easy mayoral primary victory, which
virtually assures his election in November. Battered by the reassessment crisis as well as
a (related?) fiscal crisis that has sent Pittsburgh into receivership with the state, Murphy
declared in 2004 that he would not run for re-election this year. He will retire as
Pittsburgh’s second longest serving mayor, after David Lawrence.
Meanwhile, the assessment system remains in crisis. The 2001 and 2002 assessments in
Pittsburgh generated 170,000 appeals on 550,000 properties.67 12,000 remained unsettled
as of 2004. After that the assessment process was essentially frozen until this year. With a
Democrat now the Allegheny County Chief Executive (Dan Oronato, the County
Controller during the 2001 crisis) and a new assessment contractor (Cole Layer Trumble
of Dayton Ohio), assessments in Allegheny County are, if anything, even more
contentious than in 2001.
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In 2005, Oronato received a reassessment from his chosen contractor. The County’s
Chief Assessment Office Deborah Bunn verified that this latest reassessment
…showed a 19 percent increase in county values over a three-year period
[2002-2005], meet the standards of the International Association of
Assessing Officers…She said the percentage of inaccurate assessments is
likely to be in the single digits.68
But Oronato has spent most of this year trying to avoid the tax implications of this
increased assessment. As County Executive, he cannot set tax rates in the 130
municipalities and 43 school districts in the county. Therefore, he has attempted to use
the assessment process to control taxes. He first proposed a 4 percent cap on
assessments.69 These were thrown out by the long-suffering Judge Wettick in May of this
year.70 Currently, in a breath-taking conflation of his skills of a former county controller
with his current powers as county executive, Oronato “revisited” the assessment
submitted to him early in 2005:
Dan Oronato was determined to revise, massage, pervert, and contort
Allegheny County’s property assessment system until he got the numbers
he wanted. The county chief executive got them this week, and to property
owners who want lower taxes at any cost it was a huge sigh of relief.
Under the new methodology, assessed values on residential properties rose
by an average of 5.8 percent. That’s a far cry from the 19 percent average
that the county produced eight months ago in its first reassessment for
2006.
Dan Oronato, by seeking to avoid the taxpayer fury met by his predecessor
Jim Roddey, has taken it upon himself to try to control property taxes by
manipulating assessments.
Consider this, briefly, as a kind of natural experiment. Was the Pittsburgh split rate tax
simply in the wrong place at the wrong time? In 2001, the two-tiered tax made a
convenient target for frustrations of taxpayers facing tax increases related to long-delayed
reassessments. In 2005, in the absence of the two-rate tax, politicians are manipulating
the assessments directly, much as Mayor Murphy tried to do at first in 2001. Two things
stopped Murphy then: a mayoral challenger who focused on ending the two-rate tax and
the fact that assessments are a county function beyond mayoral control. But in 2005, the
political fight is taking place at the county level, where power is better aligned to
manipulate assessments.
But while it is a part of the story, the innocent bystander explanation is too easy. In all of
the debate over assessments and tax rates in 2001, it remains striking that so few clear
voices for the land tax emerged. Sullivan, the longtime local champion, said he stayed
largely out of the fray. He was burned out, he said, by a long, failed battle against public
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subsidies for a new ballpark and football stadium and unwilling to back Murphy, who
had championed the stadium projects.71
But Sullivan argues that “the biggest problem is there is no vested interest for land value
taxation. “The construction unions don’t care about it,” he said. “They want publicly
subsidized construction, because those subsidies mean prevailing wage clauses in the
contract, which means it can’t be built without union labor.” As for the owners of highrise buildings downtown, who had benefited by the lower tax on structures, “The
politically prominent ones are often speculators. You can’t get any unanimity from them.
Lower income homeowners whose small houses on small lots tend to save under the twotier tax are tough to organize. Those who pay more, such as the affluent Pittsburgh
residents most affected by the 2001 round of assessments, can be formidable in blocking
it.” Concludes Sullivan, “Because we never identified a focused, special interest [in
Pittsburgh] the land tax was probably eroding for years.”
Allentown
Of all the cities that have adopted land value taxation in Pennsylvania, none can compete
with Allentown for the sheer drama that surrounded the policy’s passage there. Approved
by voters in April 1996 as part of a city charter change, the land tax came under attack by
well-organized opponents who forced a recall vote that stirred up the town, though it
ultimately failed. According to former Congressman Patrick Toomey, who was then a
local businessman and a prominent land tax supporter, the events in Allentown suggest a
key lesson for those with an interest in promoting LVT. Toomey said, “At the end of the
day, especially in local politics, you have to have a champion for the cause. You have to
have someone who has the belief to get it done.”72
The 1996 passage was actually the second go-round on the land tax for Allentown. The
city adopted a two-tiered tax for the first time in 1916. But under pressure from large land
holders, city council repealed it after just one year.73 In the 1970s and ‘80s, the land tax
found a champion again in Benjamin Howells, Jr., a longtime city council member and
devotee of Georgist thought. Howell got the land tax passed seven times in council, only
to see it vetoed by the mayor. In 1982, for example, after Howells got council approval,
a Mack Truck executive threatened the company might relocate if the land tax held and
representatives of the Allentown Fair Grounds, a 43-acre tract right in the center of town,
said the tax might force them to close.74 As it happened, the last two land tax vetoes came
from Mayor Fred Dadonna, who was himself a shareholder in the Fair Grounds.75
Meanwhile, Allentown, like other aging rust belt cities, was declining. With area steel
mills and factories shutting their doors, jobs were vanishing and the tax base was eroding.
In 1982, singer Billy Joel made the city the emblem of America’s dying industrial towns
with his hit song “Allentown.” By 1994, Allentown, whose downtown for a number of
years featured a shuttered department store, was ready for change. A group of civic
leaders decided what the city needed was a Home Rule Charter, which would allow the
community to make a number of self-governance decisions including deciding on the
kind of taxes it deemed best. Toomey, who was active in Republican politics in the
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county, was elected to the Allentown Government Study Commission and was tapped to
head the committee charged with overseeing the tax and revenue sections of the proposed
charter. 76
Through the influence of Howells, the pro land tax councilmember, Joshua Vincent—
then at the Henry George Foundation and now executive director of the Center for the
Study of Economics (CSE)—came to Allentown to talk about LVT.77 The “Johnny
Appleseed” role played by Vincent and his predecessor, Steven Cord, is evident in cities
throughout Pennsylvania. The files of CSE are full of correspondence and expert
testimony provided to dozens of municipalities in the Commonwealth and other states,
and both men are well-known to local government officials statewide. (A brief inventory
of these files is provided in the appendices to this report.)
“It appealed to me immediately when I was first introduced to the idea and then I read the
works of Henry George,” said Toomey, who would go on to win election in the House of
Representatives and now heads The Club for Growth in Washington. “[The land tax] just
fits into the framework I believe in, that when the government creates incentives and
disincentives, it matters. The conventional way of taxing really creates a disincentive for
development because if you improve your property you get an increase on your taxes.”78
Toomey soon proposed including the land tax in the charter,79 and with the local paper
editorializing in favor of the idea,80 the Charter Commission eventually voted to include a
gradual five-year shift to a split rate tax of 35.6 mills on land and 7.38 mills on
buildings.81 According to an informal history written by CSE head Joshua Vincent, there
was little public comment in the days leading up to the vote on the newly crafted
charter.82 With its funds limited by City Council the Commission had been unable to
publicize its efforts.
Virtually all of the limited public discussion of the land tax was positive, including
newspaper features and opinion writing. But a preview of the opposition that was to
surface later came two days before the election when two member of City Council held a
news conference denouncing the proposed Charter changes. Besides being disgruntled
that it would ax Council’s automatic pay raises and require members to pay for health
benefits they also warned that “the land-value tax would force supermarkets, car dealers,
restaurants and other businesses with large lots to pass an increased tax onto their
customers or flee the city.”
Still, on April 23, 1996, the new Charter was approved by voters in a 3, 977 to 2, 605
vote. “Pat Toomey got it through,” said Howells. “I’d sensitized people to the issue. But
Pat included it in the new charter for the city and the people accepted it.”83 After the
election, though, a number of city officials began expressing their disfavor. Rumblings of
discontent came from members of City Council, the City Solicitor’s office and the
Assessor’s Office, which first said no split assessments for land and buildings existed,
and then said they did have them but they were not useable.84
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By January, City Council’s Legal and Legislative Committee had put on its agenda a
motion to put the land tax back on the ballot for repeal. Though the charter included a
provision that would allow the tax to be changed after five years, if it proved unworkable,
the same council members who had called that pre-election press conference to criticize
the Charter and, particularly the land tax, insisted that a vote take place during the May
primary.85 In February, Council met in full session on the repeal vote question. According
to Vincent’s account of the meeting, management and shareholders of the Fair Grounds,
along with several car dealers, whose large lots meant higher taxes under the split rate,
were there in force to argue that the voters had had no idea what they were voting on
when they’d approved the measure.86 Despite objections from land tax supporters that no
public education effort could be mounted in so short a time, the decision was made to put
the land tax up for a repeal vote in May.
“I didn’t fully anticipate it,” said Toomey of the surge of opposition. “But I should have.
It’s like anything else. When the government changes the rules there are winners and the
losers are going to scream. And so they screamed.”87 In the ensuing months, Howells and
Toomey, with the help of Joshua Vincent, mounted a campaign to save the land tax. Also
pitching in was a Councilman Dennis Cramsey, sitting councilperson Frank Concannon,
as well as some of the staff of then-mayor William Heydt, who, though not a land tax
partisan, believed the original vote should be respected.88
Vincent toured the offices of city officials to make the case for the land tax and he and
Howells appeared on a local public affairs show to debate a used car lot owner and
Bonnie Brosious, the P.R. director for the Allentown Fair Grounds, who described the
Henry George Foundation as “way-out” and suggested Henry George had Communist
leanings.89 Brosious argued that businesses needed open land and that the land tax would
make it impossible for them to do so. When Howells and Vincent appeared live on
another local show, the aptly named “Lehigh Valley Crossfire”, the producers said they
had never seen such a response from phone-in callers.90
The land tax opponents, calling themselves The Committee to Save Allentown Land,
bought television and radio time to promote their views, put up billboards and placards
and ran newspaper ads. One of the ads suggested that increased land taxes would prevent
local businesses from being competitive with surrounding communities and would “result
in their moving out of Allentown.” It also claimed, falsely it turned out, that churches and
were not exempt form the land tax, and pleaded: “Allentown children need backyards to
play in, not high-rise buildings and parking decks.”91
Though some support money for the repeal campaign came in from state-wide car
dealers’ associations, according to Howells, it was those with an interest in the
Fairgrounds, which runs the annual Allentown Fair each summer and hosts trade shows
and exhibitions throughout the year, who were mainly behind the protest. “It’s a closed
corporation,” said Howells of the non-profit owner of the site, The Lehigh Valley
Agricultural Society, which has always elected to pay local taxes, a move which exempts
the organization from opening its books for public scrutiny. “They only invite people
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with some influence [to be shareholders]. I don’t think it’s a big return. There are
scattered privileges, like getting the best seats for shows.”92
“Having that debate really helped crystallize what this is all about,” said Toomey about
the fierce fight over the land tax. In the early stages of proposing the split-rate tax as part
of the Charter, Toomey responded to hand-wringing by Fair Grounds officials with a
suggestion that the impact of the tax could be softened by exempting Fairgrounds land
that was open as a public thoroughfare through the town. But later his view of the
situation toughened.
“The fact is,” said Toomey, “the Fair Grounds represents this huge underutilized piece of
real estate that could be put to higher use in a city like Allentown. If the consequences
were as dire as they predicted and they were forced to sell the Fairground, which would
probably have been an optimal result. It would mean more buildings, more jobs, and
more taxes.” 93
As the campaign heated up, the land tax supporters, who got help in getting their message
out from out of town “Georgists” who leafleted the town and manned phone banks, saw
public opinion growing in favor of the policy. “Citizens we had never met wrote letters to
the editor supporting the idea of the land tax, including the issues of morality and
justice,” wrote Vincent, who believes the heavily promoted repeal campaigning may have
had an unintended consequence. He believes that a perception that “special interests”
were pushing the repeal may have helped the land tax garner more votes in the end.
But Howells thinks the pro-land tax forces also made strong arguments. “We said, you
don’t want to penalize the people who make improvements, you want to penalize the
people who don’t. We said It’s not instantaneous. Slums won’t disappear tomorrow, but
if you want valued improvements, if you want to get rid of slumlords, you adopt the land
value tax.”
As it turned out, the land tax vote became the dominant issue in the Primary, with talk of
the tax coming up again and again in candidate’s forums. On Election Day, the
opposition hired an airplane to fly over the city with a banner reading “Dump the Land
Tax.” Despite those efforts, the land tax prevailed, winning 4,941 to 3,955.
“Where a champion of land value tax can find traction in a city like Allentown is in the
fact that most homeowners save with the policy,” said Toomey, who continued
championing the land tax as a congressman, writing letters of encouragement to
municipalities considering the switch. (In a 2000 letter to officials in Lebanon he wrote
that the number of building permits in Allentown had increased by 32 % since passage of
the land tax.)
“But it’s still hard to sell it,” he said “People are always skeptical.” And as a
constituency, homeowners are hard to organize. Also, the savings they’ll see under the
land tax are relatively modest, pointed out Toomey, while the increases experienced by
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an entity such as the Fairground are substantial—enough to inspire efforts to thwart the
policy.
While Allentown as a whole seems to have made peace with the land tax since the repeal
vote failed, the Fairgrounds has not. Bonnie Brosius, the group’s PR director, who
editorialized against it and debated Howells and Vincent before the vote, still takes issue
with the policy. She says the Fairgrounds taxes have risen 137% since the land tax came
in. “People threw tea into the harbor for less,” said Brosius, who would not give a dollar
figure but who was quoted in a newspaper article after the failed repeal vote opining that
the land tax would add $72,000 to the Fairground’s tax bill by end of the five year phasein.94
While the Fairgrounds remains in the black—only registering a loss for the first time in
2003 thanks to rainy weather during fair week—the higher taxes, she said, have meant
the Agricultural Society will have to defer maintenance on buildings. “The land value tax
was developed for these big barren pieces of land that these moguls were leaving
undeveloped for years. But we’re an agricultural society with a dedicated mission of
promoting agriculture through the fair. This city has so many troubles the land value tax
has done nothing to help. But to hurt an institution like this…”
Despite the Fairgrounds organization’s continuing animosity, William Heydt, who had
stepped out of politics and is now running for mayor again against incumbent Roy C.
Afflerbach, sees no prospect of another attempt at repeal in Allentown. Heydt, whose
campaign has come down hard on the incumbent’s role in creating a budget deficit that is
expected to rise to $11 million in five years if spending is not reduced and new funding
streams found, said, Seventy six percent of people paid less in property tax at the end of
my term.” While Heydt can’t point to any significant example of where the increased
land tax encouraged development of an underutilized parcel of land, that may be, he said,
because the burden isn’t onerous enough. For the average resident though, the land tax
has been a boon. “We have a lot of senior citizens in town on a limited income and for
them it was extremely beneficial. If someone were to bring it up as a political issue again,
they would have to be pretty stupid.”95
Harrisburg
When Harrisburg’s City Council first voted to shift to a split-rate property tax in 1975,
the town was in desperate straits. In June 1972, Tropical Storm Agnes had dumped
nearly 18 inches of rain in some places in the area, causing the Susquehanna River to
surge over its banks. Entire neighborhoods were flooded in Harrisburg, the state’s capitol.
Some were virtually destroyed. Official damage estimates in the Susquehanna Valley
were put at $2.1 billion at the time.
In the aftermath of the storm, the federal government moved in to help with a relocation
grant program. But that aid effort had unintended consequences for the town, according
to Harrisburg Mayor Stephen R. Reed, who as a 21-year-old helped man a rescue boat
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during the storm and saw a woman drown on a downtown street. “Over a third of
Harrisburg was eligible for assistance, and those grants made it possible for many
residents and businesses to leave the city,” Reed said in a 2002 magazine article.96
“Entire neighborhoods that were 85 percent owner-occupied prior to 1972 … overnight
became 85 percent vacant or low-cost rentals. Slum lords, elevated crime rates and blight
are costs we continue to pay in some neighborhoods as an indirect result of Agnes.”
According to Napoleon Saunders, Reed’s longtime business administrator, now retired,
the storm’s effects accelerated a pattern of disinvestment that had begun in the 1950s.
“You can trace it back to Brown v. Board of Education,” Saunders said, citing the 1954
Supreme Court Ruling that propelled the desegregation of public education and set off
white flight in many cities. “As time went on and people started moving we saw block
busting coming in, with realtors saying, ‘Oh, those folks are coming.’ You better sell now
before your property value goes to pennies. After the flood, when they offered incentives
to move out, that played right into the hands of those who didn’t want to go to
desegregated schools.”97
Saunders continued, saying, “We had speculators coming in turning properties into
apartments. And they would just let them run down and then run away. The pattern was
buy, blight, abandon, and declare bankruptcy.” Between 1950 and 1970, Harrisburg lost
more than 20,000 residents, many of them to the newly developing suburbs. In that time
the surrounding region added more than 90,000 people. By 1980, the population had
shrunk by another 14,000, while the region had gained nearly 40,000. Current population
is 48,950, which is 45 % decrease from the 1950 peak.
Saunders credits then-Harrisburg Mayor Harold A. Swenson for introducing the idea of
land value taxation as a way to encourage development and hinder speculators. “It was
basically done without a lot of fanfare,” said Saunders of the shift in 1975 from a system
that levied 16 mils on both land and buildings to a split rate of 17 mills on buildings and
23 mills on land. A correspondent writing in a 1975 issue of Incentive Taxation
newsletter had this to say about the climate in the city surrounding the change: “City
officials report that this modest application of the Graded Tax has been well received by
the taxpayers. … There were almost no complaints … Officials also report that an owner
of an industrial park had left half of his acreage undeveloped for years but now has
decided to improve it, in large measure due to the increased land tax.”98
Two years later, the city shifted even more of the property tax onto land, approving a rate
of 29 mills on land and 16 mills on buildings. The Winter 1977 issue of Incentive
Taxation again reported that there were no objections voiced to the change. This time it
quoted Councilwoman Miriam Menaker, the chair of the budget committee as saying,
“The reduction in the tax on improvements will encourage maintenance and
improvements on property, one of the major goals of the city’s housing rehabilitation
program.”99
But Harrisburg’s challenges remained formidable. By the time Stephen Reed became
mayor in 1982, Harrisburg was ranked as the second most distressed city in the United
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States. It had 4,200 vacant structures and countless empty lots where buildings had once
stood. Reed embraced the land tax as an important tool in battling blight, gradually
increasing in three increments the land to building ratio to 6:1, where it stands now. The
longest running mayor in the city’s history, Reed has been re-elected five times and is
widely credited with engineering a renaissance for Harrisburg.
Since 1982, the city has recorded 30,429 building permits that represent over $3.46
billion in new investment in the city and an 85 percent reduction in the number of vacant
properties. Among those investments: a $30 million office complex, an 18-story mixeduse tower, and a development of 200 market-rate homes in the Capitol Heights
neighborhood. The value of taxable real estate has risen to over $1.6 billion, despite the
fact that 47 percent of the land, because it is tied to state, county or non-profit entities,
cannot be taxed. By the end of 2003, the city had 6, 951 businesses on its tax rolls, the
highest number ever recorded and a vast jump from the 1,908 that existed in the early
1980s. 100
Reed, who has described the land tax as “a reward for initiative and private investment
risk,” and “a way to discourage speculation by irresponsible absentee owners,” has
become a tireless proselityzer for the land-value tax policy, dashing off letters promoting
its value to any municipality that expresses an interest in the idea. In 2003, he wrote an
open letter to Philadelphia City Controller, Jonathan Saidel that declared the land value
tax key “to a significant amount of new investment” in the city. But, he cautioned, though
attracting taxable real estate investment without it would be difficult, “the land-value tax
policy is not a cure-all.” The policy should, he said, “be part of a package of other
incentives, which include various low-interest loans, the availability of low-cost vacant
land, tax abatement, and the like.”
Some observers contend that Harrisburg is not a good example to hold out regarding
LVT’s potential. A factor in the city’s success that can’t be replicated, they say, is Reed
himself, an energetic, single-minded leader whose entire life for the past 23 years has
revolved around running the city. “Mayor Reed is not your normal mayor,” said Robert
Kroboth, Reed’s business administrator.101 “He is an outstanding leader. He’s tenacious.
He’s smart. He loves politics and he loves his city.” Still, said Kroboth, “For an urban
center, the land tax is crucial and I can’t imagine the concept not being effective as long
as it is in place as part of a package of incentives and you do a good job explaining why
people are better off.”
York
In York, land value taxation has come up for discussion many times over the last 30
years. Four different mayoral administrations have considered the idea. City council
members have looked into it too. Yet in all that time the land tax has never moved
beyond the talking stage. Despite the examples of nearby Allentown and Harrisburg,
where the concept has been adopted, and a series of analyses offered by land tax
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advocates showing that shifting taxes from buildings to land could benefit York, no
mayor or council person has ever officially proposed the plan.
It’s not surprising that so many city leaders should be casting about for new ideas for
York, a town whose rich history includes a Revolutionary War-era stint as a meeting
place for the Continental Congress. Like so many other older cities in the U.S., York has
been suffering a steady decline for decades. White flight, accelerated by violent race riots
in 1969, has helped drain the city of much of its middle class. Between 1970 and 2000,
York lost almost 19 percent of its population. Now a city of just over 40,000, more than
40 percent of York’s residents are minority. With a per capita income of $13,439 in the
city, nearly a quarter of York’s citizens live below the poverty level. Some estimates put
the number of working poor residents (above the poverty line but still struggling) at 70
percent. Home ownership has fallen too. Just 46.8 percent of York residents own their
own homes—far below the 71 percent rate for Pennsylvania as a whole.
As people and businesses have left York, property taxes have climbed. York, the county
seat, now has a municipal real estate tax rate more than double that of all the other
boroughs in York County. The town’s school taxes are the highest in the county as well.
Still, the school board was forced to make major personnel and program cuts for the
coming school year thanks to budget woes. Violent crime is up in the city, which has seen
11 murders this year. And 200 structures in the city are so deteriorated they are on a list
to be demolished. Meanwhile, the surrounding county is booming.
“People are coming from Baltimore, buying properties in York County and paying
exorbitant prices, and developers are putting up houses on what used to be farms,” said
William Lee Smallwood, a York city councilman for 24 years.102 “But York city is
isolated in the county. We have the highest percentage of minorities and the highest
poverty.”
Through those years of municipal erosion, advocates of land value taxation have steadily
promoted the land tax in York as a way to help return prosperity to the city. While they
have regularly caught the ear of York’s leaders, they haven’t been able to inspire action.
A chronicle of York’s long dalliance with LVT can be found in a thick file housed at the
Philadelphia office of the Center for the Study of Economics. (CSE) A sister organization
of the Henry George Foundation, the group’s mission is to help governments adopt the
land tax and to study its effects. The CSE file begins with a 1974 correspondence
between Prof. Steven Cord, then head of a predecessor organization to the CSE, and
Mayor John D. Krout. In his missives, Krout welcomed a visit from Cord “to work out
the mathematics of a graded tax,” promised to introduce the idea to city council, and later
cryptically declared that he was hoping for “some movement” on the issue. Despite
subsequent entreaties from Cord, in 1975, urging Krout to introduce the tax shift, it never
happened.
By 1978, it was Mayor Elizabeth Marshall who was meeting with Cord about LVT, and
inquiring about the cost of a feasibility study. In 1983, it was Mayor Bill Althaus who
was taking a look. This time though, the idea seemed to find a true champion in Althaus’s
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community development coordinator A.L. Hydeman. Hydeman managed to make LVT
the subject of a front page article in the York Sunday News. The October 1983 story, one
of the only substantial discussions of the subject to appear in the local press, described
Hydeman as “an ardent supporter of the Georgist concept.”
The reporter also quoted Hydeman’s ringing endorsement of the idea that shifting the
bulk of property taxes to land instead of buildings could compel owners of empty lots or
run-down properties to build or renovate. Said Hydeman, “Encouraging landowners to
make improvements or make their land more productive would promote continued,
stable, economic growth and would likely create more jobs too.” Yet, just one month
later, Hydeman wrote to Cord to say that a “severe short fall on revenues” had put any
plans to change the city’s taxing procedure on hold, and asked that he try to understand
“the political reality.”
Cord maintains he could have made the case for the land tax if he’d just had the chance
to explain to city council members how they could get the revenue they needed with a
split-rate tax. Said Cord, “The best reason York never acted was this: I never testified
before Council.”103 But a decade later “political realities” again stymied another effort by
land tax advocates, this time led by CSE head Joshua Vincent. Throughout 1994 and
1995, Vincent worked to persuade the administration of Mayor Charles Robertson, a
former police officer who would be indicted at the end of his second term for his alleged
role in the death of a woman during the 1969 riots. Vincent ran informational sessions for
city council, lobbied city officials and calculated how property would be affected in
York. Since most houses in York sit on very little land, most homeowners, he estimated,
would see taxes reduced.104
But again the land tax was rejected. “It was definitely something I found personally
intriguing and I felt convinced that the policy basis for it was sound,” recalled R. Eric
Menzer, who was Robertson’s director of economic development and the point person on
the land tax question. “There was a lot of interest from policymakers, it wasn’t like they
were saying we won’t touch it with a ten-foot pole. But what I recall is that the data in
York showed the potential benefits were small. Every time you change the status quo,
someone is not going to be happy. You can’t reduce taxes on some without raising them
on others. I think people did the political calculation that they were not willing to take on
the griping and complaints that might go on.”105
Vincent sees another element in city leaders’ resistance to land value taxation. “The
mantra in Pennsylvania is that managing a city means managing decline,” he said. “The
idea that you could do something different is strange.”106 Menzer, who left city
government in 2001, acknowledges he has meager hopes for York’s future. “The reality
is that there is virtually nothing you can do with a small city like York, which is totally
built out, with a static tax base and no ability to expand. It’s impossible to be successful.
You can only be less worse off.”107
Matthew Mann, an independent candidate for mayor in York’s upcoming election, has his
own theory about why land value taxation, though much discussed, has never been
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adopted. “I think the main problem in getting the land tax done is that big power players
who own most of the property don’t want it,” said Mann, a Green Party member who is
making land value taxation a central issue to his campaign, just as he did during two
earlier runs for a city council seat.108 “For example, we have a state representative who is
very influential in city politics who owns a car dealership in the city and car dealerships
tend to pay more under a land tax. Of course, that’s not what they’ll tell you.”
Smallwood, the longtime city councilman, agrees with Mann’s assessment. “I call them
the bluebloods,” said Smallwood.109 “They’re the movers and shakers of the county, the
money people, and they control everything that goes on. In many instances, some of
them have held onto land that was plausibly developable and did nothing with it for
years.” Shifting the burden of taxes to land, would not serve their interests, said
Smallwood, who alleges that these same power brokers have had such close ties to most
of the city’s mayors, they’ve been able to quietly quash any move toward a land tax.
And trying to build popular support for the land tax in York has been no easier, said
Mann.110 “People just get intimidated when you talk about taxes and rates. And they’re
always skeptical about it. I can tell them to go and read this report [about land value
taxation], but few will, and even if they do they still think, He’s just making it sound
good. There’s got to be a catch.”
Michael O'Rourke, York's business administrator, has sat through several presentations
on the impact of land value taxation conducted by representatives of the Henry George
Foundation, as well as Napoleon Saunders, a former city administrator in Harrisburg, but
is so far unswayed. "I am not yet convinced that it would have any kind of beneficial
impact on the city," O'Rourke said of the land tax.111 "I have not seen any examples in
Pennsylvania where it has had a dramatic turnaround effect. And one of the things that is
touted as a benefit is the development of vacant land, but we don't have much vacant
land. [Another] example that is give a lot is that low income folks in certain areas will get
a tax reduction, but who then is picking that up? A lot of the time it is the people who are
already picking up a majority of the tax burden. That's a concern. If the tax goes down in
areas of the city where there are large valuable improvements, the real estate tax burden
has to go someplace."
The subject of taxes, though, and how to spur revitalization in the city are certain to be
central issues in the upcoming mayoral race. Incumbent mayor John Brenner, a
Democrat, has emphasized downtown development and touts the construction of a new
court house and a commerce center, the expansion of the town’s performing arts center,
and the arrival of several new restaurants in the formerly moribund city center as a sign
of changing times for York. But Brenner barely squeaked through the May primary,
winning by just 234 votes against challenger Jeffrey Kirkland, the head of the school
board.
In the Summer of 2005 Kirkland, a Democrat, made an unusual move that is sure to put
even more pressure on the incumbent. He announced he was backing the Republican
candidate for mayor, Gerry Turner.
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While Brenner’s administration has shown no interest in the land tax, Turner, a retired
management consultant, believes the idea might be a useful tool for York. “I am very
interested in it,” said Turner.112 “Our tax base is declining and the collection rate has
gone down. From what I understand a land tax can help foster growth. I like the idea that
you would not be penalized for fixing up your property. That just encourages people to
leave it alone or abandon it, or go out of the system and not get a building permit at all.
People are being taxed out of their homes in York. We need to put everything on the
table.”
Should Turner be elected, he could find support on city council for LVT. Smallwood was
one of the people instrumental in bringing Joshua Vincent to town in the Summer of 2005
to school city leaders on the concept. Council vice president Vicki Washington said she is
open to the idea as well. Both Smallwood and Washington take a dim view of some of
the current mayor’s economic development efforts, especially his backing of a $27
million minor league baseball stadium in the city. “One of the concerns is that they are
trying to justify taking people’s homes to build it,” she said. “And the owners don’t want
to pay taxes at the assessed value of a ball park. They want to pay on what the land is
worth now.” Said Washington, “We can’t keep using property taxes the way we have. I
think the land tax is something we need to look at.”
Conclusion
These case studies do not and were not designed to provide definitive conclusions.
Instead, I am hopeful that these detailed documentations of debate and decision making
in four Pennsylvania cities may provide some real-world insight into the future research
on LVT empirical impacts and policy design. These local cases are highly particular, as
revealed in the extensive quotations we have made from interviews and the extracts we
have drawn from archival materials. These are narratives of particular people in particular
places making particular decisions. The strength is the weakness in this kind of method.
The main deliverable in this project is the attempt to provide a definitive narrative of
LVT policy making in these four places. Beyond that, I am willing to offer three tentative
conclusions. First, the kind of analytic support offered by advocates such as CSE can help
set the table for local debates. There are real economic interests at stake on this issue, and
careful assessments of who wins and loses are important. Absent careful assessments,
speculative assertions will be made that fill in the gaps. While an analysis of impacts
deriving from LVT proposals never seem to settle debates, they inform them in ways that
focus attention on real concerns and, potentially, lay the foundation for how winners
might compensate losers. Second, this kind of analysis can be swept away in the heat of a
larger political campaign. The other side of the analytic coin is that complexity makes it
difficult sustain an informed debate about LVT when other, simpler issues are under
discussion. Third, the fundamental issue in LVT ultimately implicates bedrock ideas
about property ownership. Local decision makers are perhaps reasonably loath to address
those fundamentals. They have their hands full just in authorizing and managing a two-
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rate tax on land and buildings. But without a well-informed and consistently reaffirmed
public consensus on the taxation of land value, LVT mechanisms are vulnerable. This is
the fairly clear conclusion to be drawn from the most significant case in this study, the
Pittsburgh rescission.
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TABLE 1. The Use of Split-Rate Taxation in Pennsylvania

PA CITY

Split Rate
STATUS

Year SR
Began

Year SR
Ended

Current (last)
Land Tax

Current (last)
Building Tax

Ratio of
Land/Bldg

Aliquippa

Current

1988

0.079

0.012

6.6

Aliquippa Treasurer

724-375-8320

Allentown

Current

1997

0.050

0.011

4.5

Allentown Tax - City Real Estate

610-437-7516

Altoona

Current

2002

0.103

0.017

6.1

Altoona Department of Accounts and Finance

814-949-2440

Clairton

Current

1989

0.028

0.001

28

Clairton City Finance Department

412-233-8123

Coatesville

Current

1991

0.010

0.004

2.5

Coatesville Finance Department

610-384-0300

DuBois

Current

1991

0.089

0.003

29.7

Dubois Treasurer

814-371-2000

Duquesne

Current

1985

0.019

0.011

1.7

Duquesne City Treasurer

412-466-8545

Edensburg

Current

2000

0.025

0.007

3.6

Edensburg Tax Collector

814-472-9720

Harrisburg

Current

1975

0.024

0.004

6

Harrisburg Tax and Enforcement Office

717-255-6513

Lock Haven

current

1991

0.052

0.014

3.7

Lock Haven City Treasurer's Department

570-893-5900

McKeesport

current

1980

0.017

0.004

29.3

McKeesport City Treasurer

412-675-7153

New Castle

current

1982

0.020

0.006

3.3

New Castle City Treasurer's Office

724-656-3545

Scranton

current

1913

0.082

0.018

4.6

Scranton Treasury Department

570-348-4107

Steelton

current

2000

0.012

0.01

12

Steelton Borough Tax Office

717-939-4304

Titusville

current

1990

0.059

0.019

3.1

Titusville City Treasurer

814-827-5300

Washington

current

1985

0.211

0.14

1.5

Washington Tax Department

724-223-4217

Connellsville

recsinded

1991

2003

0.114

0.018

6.3

Connellsville Tax Collector

724-628-2020

Hazleton

recsinded

1991

1993

0.055

0.017

3.2

Hazleton City Clerk's Office

570-459-4986

Oil City

recsinded

1989

2003

0.092

0.027

3.4

Oil City Treasurer

814-678-3008

Pittsburgh

recsinded

1913

2001

0.031

0.005

6.2

Pittsburgh Real Estate Division

412-255-2525

Uniontown

recsinded

1992

1993

0.021

0.004

5.3

Uniontown City Treasurer's Office

724-430-2905

Information Contact

PA cities with serious consideration of Split-Rate taxation since 1975, without success: Bethlehem, Easton, Erie, Johnstown, Lebanon, Monroeville, Norristown,
Philadelphia, Reading, Tamaqua, Wilkes-Barre, and York.
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Contact Phone

TABLE 2. A Summary of File Archives on Pennsylvania at the Center for the Study
of Economics in Philadelphia PA.
CITY

FILE SIZE

CONTENTS

YEARS COVERED

RESEARCH U SE

Aliquippa

small

1987-1996

yes

Allentown

large

1976-1997

yes

Altoona
Arnold
Beaver Falls

medium
small
small

1976-2005
1980
1983-1984

yes
no
no

Bethlehem
Bradford

small
small

1975-2001
1958-1996

no
no

Butler City

small

1982-1998

yes

Carbondale

small

Castle Shannon
Chester
Clairton

small
small
large

Coatesville

Medium

Connellsville

large

Dauphin County
DuBois

small
Small

Duquesne

Small

Easton
Erie

Small
Large

Franklin
Greensburg
Harrisburg

Small
Small
Large

tax rate data
sheets,
correspondence
newspaper articles
correspondence,
newspaper
articles,
assessments,
council records
correspondence
Correspondence
handwritten notes,
correspondence
assessments
Correspondence
Correspondence,
assessments
handwritten notes,
correspondence,
assessments,
newspaper articles
nothing of any
interest
Assessments
correspondence
handwritten
materials,
correspondence,
newspaper articles
correspondence,
newspaper articles
Impact studies,
correspondence,
newspaper articles
assessments
correspondence
handwritten notes
handwritten notes,
correspondence,
newspaper articles
newspaper article
newspaper articles
correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
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no
2000
1994-1998
1913-2001

no
no
yes

1984-1990

no

1989-2003

yes

1994
1984-1987

no
no

1980-1989

yes

2003
1981-1990

no
yes

1986-1989
1977-1982
1976-2003

no
no
yes

CITY

FILE SIZE

Hazleton

Medium

Jeannette
Johnstown
Lancaster
Lebanon

Small
Small
Small
Small

Lock Haven

Small

McKeesport

Medium

Meadville

Small

Monessen
Monroeville
New Castle
Norristown
Oil City
Philadelphia

Small
Small
Large
Small
Small
Large

Pittsburgh

Large

Pittston
Pottstown
Pottsville

Small
Small
Small

Reading
Scranton
Steelton
Sunbury
Tamaqua
Titusville
Uniontown

Medium
Medium
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

Washington
Wilkes Barre

Medium
Small

Williamsport

Medium

York

Medium

CONTENTS
studies, testimony
correspondence,
newspaper articles
correspondence
correspondence
correspondence
newspaper
articles,
correspondence
Assessments,
handwritten notes
Newspaper
articles,
correspondence
Correspondence,
newspaper articles
very little info
newspaper articles
newspaper articles
newspaper articles
limited anything
Newspaper
articles
correspondence,
testimony, studies
correspondence,
newspaper
articles,
assessments,
impact studies
little info
limited info
nothing of any
interest
impact studies
newspaper articles
assessments
correspondence
Newspaper article
correspondence
not too much of
anything
correspondence,
Correspondence,
newspaper articles
correspondence,
impact study
Correspondence,
newspaper articles
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YEARS COVERED

RESEARCH U SE

1983-1991

yes

1986-1987
1976-1992
1967-1995
1986-2000

no
no
no
no

1986-1998

no

1962-2001

yes

1976-1993

yes

1986-1998
1983-1984
1976-2004
1999-2004
2000-2001
1981-203

no
no
yes
no
no
yes

1923-2002

yes

1987-1989
2002-2003
1986

no
no
no

1995-1999
1970-1991
1989-1999
1994-2004
2001
1987-1994
1987-1992

no
yes
no
no
no
no
no

1984-2001
1982-2003

no
no

1980-1990

no

1974-2002

yes

TABLE 3. Key Informants and Contacts in Pennsylvania Cities Employing or
Considering Land Value Taxation
CITY

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Aliquippa

Britza

Daniel

Mayor

Hartheimer

Al

Hickman

Gary

City Council

Jarrett

Mabel

City Council

Laughlin

Susan

Representative

Laughlin

Charles

Representative

Liberati

Joseph

Law Center

Mansuetti

James

Mayor

Barnes

Thelma

City Council (’78)

Bausch

David

City Council (’97)

Brosius

Bonnie

Allentown Fair Spokeswoman

Casler

Kristin

The Morning Call

Charles

Ed

Chairman, Lehigh Agricultural Society

Chaves

Erika

The Morning Call

Concannon

Frank

City Council (’97)

Costa

Samuel

City Council (’78)

Costanzo

Marc

Senior Deputy Attorney General

Cramsey

Dennis

City Council (’76)

Cressman

David

City Council (’88)

Daday

Donna-Marie

Mayor's Office

Daddona

Joseph

Mayor

Frey, Jr.

Alton

City Council (’78)

Garner

Jack

PA League of cities and municipalities

Hawkins

Frederick

City Council

Hawley

Amy

Heavey

Jerome

Helm

William

Hawley Real Estate
Chair of Dept. of Economics and Business at Lafayette
College
Chief Deputy Attorney General

Heydt

William

Mayor

Himes

Jay

Deputy Director PA League of Cities and Municipalities

Hontz

Leon

City Council (’78)

Howells

David

City Council (’88)

Howells

Benjamin

President, City Council (’88)

Hydeman, Jr.

A. L.

Secretary, Dept. of Community Affairs

Irvine

Barbara

City Council (’88)

Kells

William

Kercher

Karl

President, City Council (’78)

Kratzer

Guy

City Council (’88)

McCarthy

Daniel

Home Rule Charter Commission Solicitor

McDermott

Joe

The Morning Call

Mellin

Ted

The Morning Call

Merrill

Buddy

Keystone Dodge

Moyer

Thomas

Corp Real Estate Director, Mack Trucks

Allentown
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SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Palencar

Frank

City Council (’88)

Phelps

Martha

President, Chamber of Commerce

Ritter

Karen

Vice President, City Council (’88)

Ritter

James

Representative

Robb

Luther

City Council (’88)

Skinner

Watson

City Council (’88)

Spinosa

Terrence

President, City Council (’97)

Teti

Dick

Outten Chevrolet

Toomey

Pat

Chairman, Allentown study commission

Toth

Ernest

City Council (’97)

Tropiano

Emma

City Council (’97)

Velazquez III

Martin

Vice President, City Council (’97)

Bettwy

Leonard

City Council ('78)

Charlesworth

Mary

PA Economy League

Couch

Robert

Exec. Dir. Chamber of Commerce

Danella

Marianne

Duncan

Eugene

City Council ('77)

Fiore

Bob

Fiore Furniture

Grabill

Donald

Vice Mayor ('86)

Hancock

Allan

Mayor ('82)

Hilling

Constance

Deputy City Clerk ('77)

Jannetta

David

Mayor ('86)

King

Karl

City Council ('86)

Mangus

Ralph

Chief Clerk

Martin

Thos

Mayor ('05)

Rawlings, Jr.

Jay

Rawlings Real Estate

Thompson

Frank

Assessor ('77)

Weakland

Joseph

City Manager ('05)

Wolfe

George

Altoona City Planning Commission

Young

Travis

City Council ('78)

Arnold

Saville

Dominic

City Clerk

Beaver Falls

Bentley

David

Dir. Of Streets and Public Improv. ('83)

Hegner

Leo

Mayor ('84)

Beidenkopf

Cynthia

City Clerk ('97)

Cressman

Donald

City Clerk ('76)

Marden

Richard

Exec. Dir. PA League of Cities

Mindlin

Nevin

Mourer

Gordon

Mayor ('75)

Sauge

George

Professor, Lehigh University

Schwartz

Eli

Professor, Lehigh University

Washko

Robert

Asst. City Solicitor ('75)

Yothers

Darry

City of Bethlehem ('01)

Comilla

Margaret

Municipal Bldg ('96)

CITY

Altoona

Bethlehem

Bradford
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CITY

Butler City

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Defrank

Helen

Municipal Bldg ('96)

Kreinson

David

Councilman ('81)

Lopus

Milton

Model Cities Agency ('69)

Wells

Bill

Williams

Percy

Graded Tax League of PA

Bratkovich

Joseph

Councilman ('93)

Brehm

Robert

City Clerk ('93)

Burnstein

Ruth

Interested Party in Proposal ('82)

Crytzer

Glenn

City Clerk ('93)

Evans

John

City Engineer and Code Enforcement

Fee

Bill

Hulton Jr.

William

Councilman ('85)

Kienzle

Gloria

Councilman ('93)

McCabe

Paul

Muller

Sally

Butler Eagle ('82)

Schontz

Richard

Mayor ('93)

Ufner

Mitch

Councilman ('93)

Zissi

Pete

Councilman ('93)

Crabb

Dawn

Borough Manager

Becker
BohannonSheppard
Breen

Raymond

Brown

William

City Council ('94)

Cartisano

Linda

Assistant City Solicitor

Hood

Josephine

Mayoral Candidate (late '90s)

McGlaughlin

Charles

City Council ('94)

Sheaffer

Jamie

Chester Youthbuild

Bittner

Mary Lou

Finance Director ('91)

Cohen

Dan

Councilman

Coyne

Bill

U.S. House of Reps

Donatello

George

Operations Director, Sabre Systems

Geletko

Frances

Imborgno

Ralph

City Manager ('01)

Macheck

Jack

City Manager ('97)

Murphy

Tom

Mayor

O'Connor

Bob

City Council President ('01)

Onoratto

Dan

Controller

Carbondale
Castle
Shannon
Chester

Clairton

Barbara

Mayor ('94)

Ellen

Pastore

Mayor

Serapiaglia

Domenic

Mayor ('96)

Skrinjorich

Randolph

Finance Director ('97)
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CITY

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Coatesville

Braun

Jeff

City Manager ('93)

Chertok

William

City Council ('86)

Elko

Dennis

City Manager ('85)

Gay

Lewis

Finance Officer

Johnson

Rodger

City Council ('87)

Milanese

Mark

City Council ('86)

Newton

Delois

City Council ('89)

Novak

Alan

Solicitor ('86)

Reed

Ted

City Manager (88)

Reed

Wayne

City Manager ('90)

Regener

Frances

City Council ('86)

Scamuffa

Dominick

City Council ('86)

Wilson

Charles

City Council ('86)

Yost

Harold

City Council ('86)

Abramowitz

Joe

Tribune Review

Barry

Herbert

U. of Pittsburgh

Basinger

Rachel

Daily Courier

Bower

Marsha

City Clerk

Cochran

Harry

Director ('87)

Duncan

Thomas

Mayor ('87)

Hughes

William

Director ('87)

Macko

Michael

Attorney

McDiffett

Vaughn

Local Businessman

Reed

Judy

Mayor ('02)

Shaw

Joe

Chair, Committee to Study 2-Tier System

Shroyer

Louis

Director ('87)

Swan

Bill

Local Businessman

Wagner

Chris

Councilwoman ('02)

Wombacker

Ralph

Exec. Dir. Redevelopment Authority

Zabela

Casamir

Director ('87)

Dauphin
County

Petrucci

Anthony

Dauphin County Commissioner ('94)

DuBois

Karoleski

Leo

Mayor

Nuzzo

Patrick

City Manager

Jefferies

Charlotte

City Council ('84)

Polijak

David

City Manager ('89)

Senato

Phyllis

City Clerk

Thomas

William

First Presbyterian Church

Zabelsky

Leo

Mayor ('84)

Bresswein

Kurt

Easton Reporter

Fleck

Michael

City Council

Willever

Robert

City Controller

Connellsville

Duquesne

Easton
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Erie

Bagnoni

Mario

City Council

Borgia

Daniel

Chief Planner ('89)

Cannavino

Carl

City Treasurer

English

Phil

Controller ('87)

Hall

Charles

President, Erie Land Tax Association ('62)

Hoffman

Thomas

Erie Conference on Comm. Development

Klemm

James

City Clerk ('90)

Pinski

Jeff

Morning News

Savoccio

James

Mayor ('90)

Tullio

Louis

Mayor ('81)

Franklin

Gabrys

William

City Manager ('86)

Greensburg

Bell

Robert

Mayor ('77)

Brown

Harrisburg

Mayor ('81)

Finfrock

John

City Council

Hudson

Clyde

City Assessor ('76)

Laufer

Edward

Redmerski

Richard

City Council ('82)

Rugh

George

City Council ('78)

Alderman

Dan

Commercial Industry Real Estate ('96)

Bacas

Charles

Battisto

Joseph

Representative ('96)

Bradley

Andrew

B.A. ('76)

Burns

Vincent

Finance ('96)

Carone

Patricia

Representative ('96)

Cowell

Ronald

Representative ('96)

Curry

Lawrence

Representative ('96)

DeGarcia

Frank

City Council

Ebbet

Stephanie

Harrisburg News-Patriot ('95)

Esolf

C. Allan

Representative ('96)

Evans

Samuel

Harrisburg School District ('76)

Flick

Robert

Representative ('96)

Geisy

Walter

Gilchrist

Calvin

City Council

Gunther

John

Exec. Dir. US Conf. of Mayors

Herman

Lynn

Representative ('96)

Huffinson

James

Harrisburg School District ('81)

Jubelirer

Robert

Senator ('90)

Kirkland

Thaddeus

Representative ('96)

Krebs

Edward

Representative ('96)

Kroboth

Robert

Dept. of Finance ('95)

Latschow

David

B.A. ('85)

Lingle

Linda

B.A. ('03)

McGill

Eugene

Representative ('96)

Moore

Riezdan

President, City Council

Mundy

Phyllis

Representative ('96)
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CITY

Hazleton

Jeannette

Johnstown

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Nyce

Robert

Representative ('96)

Perkins

Jane

Platts

Todd

Representative ('96)

Reed

Stephen

Mayor

Robinson

William

Representative ('96)

Roebuck

James

Representative ('96)

Rohner

Samuel

Representative ('96)

Rubino

Paul

Rudy

Ruth

Representative ('96)

Saunders

Napolean

Dept. of Finance

Schimmel

Judith

Schumaker

John

Sevack

Ben

Sheehan

Colleen

Representative ('96)

Stairs

Jess

Representative ('96)

Steelman

Sara

Representative ('96)

Stephen

Reed

Mayor ('87)

Sturla

Michael

Representative ('96)

Sweeney

Joseph

Mayor's Office ('84)

Swenson

Harold

Mayor

Tulli

Frank

Representative ('96)

Alampi

Dam

City Clerk's Office ('91)

Burkhardt

Charlie

City Council ('91)

Catino

Ralph

City Clerk ('87)

DeMarinis

Joseph

City Clerk ('84)

Ferry

Jim

City Council ('91)

Galbiati

Ray

City Council ('91)

Lee

Jimmy

Planning Commission

Paisley

James

Mayor ('84)

Pedri

Charles

Solicitor

Quigley

John

Mayor ('91)

Schneider

James

Solicitor ('83)

Stevens

Bob

City Council ('91)

Yannuzzi

Joe

City Council ('91)

Elias

A.B.

Director

Hoak

Glenn

Director

Laskey

Richard

City Clerk ('86)

Pavetti

Jeffrey

Mayor ('87)

Shirer

Don

Director

Solomon

James

Director

Bopp

Kenneth

Bunk

Joseph

Budget Director ('92)

Casey

Patrick

City Council ('77)

Clark

Rita

City Council ('77)

Goggin

Jay

Redevelopment Authority

Senator ('95)
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CITY

Lancaster

Lebanon

Lock Haven

McKeesport

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Hahn

Joseph

Controller ('76)

McCracken

Calvin

City Council ('86)

Penska

Albert

City Council ('86)

Pfuhl

Herbert

Mayor (76)

Slivosky

Virginia

City Clerk ('81)

Swetz

Eugene

ED, Greater Johnstown Committee ('76)

Tomljanovic

Charles

Mayor ('80)

Vavrek

Emily

Walter

George

City Council ('77)

Arnold

Edward

Treasurer

Ford

Ronald

City Council ('91)

Lyons

John

City Council ('91)

Monaghan

Thomas

Mayor ('67)

Spleen

Janet

City Clerk

Stork

Janice

Mayor ('95)

Bowman

Bob

President City Council ('00)

Eiceman

Betty

Dir. of Acct and Finance ('86)

Gates

Debra

City Clerk ('88)

Melusky

Sandy

City Council ('00)

Parker

Jackie

Mayor ('98)

Starr

William

Superintendent ('85)

Wertz

Richard

City Council ('00)

Cornell

Paul

City Manager ('95)

Houser

June

City Council ('87)

Marcinkevage

Richard

City Manager ('98)

Smith

Scott

City Council ('87)

Ackerman

Jan

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette ('81)

Bendel

Joseph

President City Council ('79)

Blaha

James

Secretary, Jr Chamber of Commerce ('62)

Boyle

Gerard

City Council ('78)

Fullard

Thomas

Mayor ('78)

Graziano

Joseph

City Council ('78)

Haughey

James

City Council ('81)

Humanic

James

City Administrator ('88)

Knezovich

John

City Administrator ('97)

Kulasa

Leon

City Council ('78)

Martin

Tim

Daily News ('79)

Monoyoudis

Pat

Budget Director ('01)

O’Neil

Thomas

City Council ('78)

Smeltzer

Christine

Finance Director ('85)

Supansic

Karen

City Manager ('83)

Vidnovic

Samuel

City Council ('78)

Vockley

John

Daily News

Washowich

Louis

Mayor ('82)
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SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Young

Carolyn

City Council ('78)

Hinds

Blaine

City Manager ('76)

Knowles

Gregory

City Manager ('93)

Sherry

Joy

Exec Dir, Chamber of Commerce ('89)

Wauls

David

Exec Dir, Chamber of Commerce ('77)

Wendtland

David

City Manager ('88)

Youngblood

Connie

Pres., League of Women Voters – Meadville ('89)

Budock

Edward

City Council

De Luca

John

City Manager ('98)

Harhai

Ted

Mayor ('98)

Leone

Robert

Mayor ('93)

Malarby

R. Gene

School Superintendent ('98)

Myshin

Daniel

Solicitor ('86)

Noll

Howard

City Clerk ('86)

Swann

John

City Clerk ('92)

Wisynaski

Earnest

City Council

Zubritsky

Charles

City Council

Bond

Marshall

Municipal Manager ('83)

Ireton

Gabriel

Post Gazette

Porter Jr

Thomas

Post Gazette

Schuerger

Thomas

City Council ('84)

Span

Miles

City Council ('82)

Vicinski

John

City Council ('82)

Bonfield

Frank

City Council ('88)

Casey

Andrew

City Council ('76)

Cecil

Richard

City Council ('77)

Cialella

Anthony

Finance Director ('92)

Cialella

Paul

City Solicitor ('04)

Cooke

William

City Council ('77)

DeRosa

Nick

President, City Council ('85)

DiMuccio

John

Business Administrator ('88)

Folsom

Henry

City Council ('77)

Kirk

John

City Council ('76)

Lemieux

Dennis

City Administrator ('85)

McManus

Michael

New Castle News ('88)

Parke

Louis

City Council ('77)

Patterson

William

Exec Dir, Redevelop. Author. Of New Castle ('66)

Randall

Edwina

Sands

Angelos

Mayor ('80)

Schneider

Francis

City Council ('77)

Swift

Francis

City Council ('77)

Tallman

William

Business Administrator

Toner

Joseph

City Council ('77)

Meadville

Monessen

Monroeville

New Castle
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NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Toscano

Anthony

City Council ('82)

Verterano

Elizabeth

City Council ('80)

Wasilewski

Jane

City Council

Yagersky

Michael

Yoho

Dale

Mayor ('83)

Brady

Olivia

City Council ('04)

Darden

Tony

President, City Council

LeBlanc

Ted

Mayor ('99)

Mele

Mario

Nelson

Steven

Rep. Chairman of the County Board of Commissioners
Montgomery County Deputy COO of Policy and
Planning ('99)

Oil City

Rockovich

Thomas

City Manager ('00)

Philadelphia

Amos

Paul

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Armbrister

Clarence

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Bailey

Matt

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Beach

Joanne

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Beatty

Libby

Midlantic Business Alliance

Bell

Mary

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Bennett

Robert

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Blackwell

Lucien

City Council ('88)

Blackwell

Jannie

City Council ('02)

Boldt

David

Inquirer ('88)

Borst

Richard

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Burrell Jr.

George

City Council ('89)

Camins

Bernard

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Campisi

Anthony

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Clark

Harvey

Dep. City Representative ('92)

Clark

Augusta

City Council (91)

Clarke

Darrell

City Council ('02)

Clayton

Constance

Superintendent ('88)

Cliett Jr.

Eugene

Phila. Revenue Commissioner ('82)

Coates

John

Acting Dir. Real Estate Dept. (92)

Cohen

Kenneth

Real Estate Salesman ('82)

Cohen

David

City Council ('02)

Coleman

Joseph

Pres. City Council ('90)

Cruz

Luis

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Curtis

Mike

Henry George School of Social Science ('92)

Davey

Eugene

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Davis

Irvin

Fin. Dir. Phila. School System ('90)

Davis

Janice

Finance Director ('02)

Denworth

Joanne

Pres. 10000 Friends of PA

Diaz

Nelson

City Solicitor ('02)

DiBenedictis

Nicholas

Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce

DiCicco

Frank

City Council ('02)

Dodsen

Ed

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

CITY

Norristown
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SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Domb

Allan

Philadelphia Board of Realtors ('90)

Donaldson

William

Dir. Of the Philadelphia Zoo ('89)

Dubow

Rob

Budget Director ('02)

Eisner

Jane

Inquirer ('88)

Farrell

Colleen

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Flaherty

Jim

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Forkin

Thomas

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Friner

Arlene

Dep. Dir. Of Finance ('88)

Gaffigan

Joseph

Board of Revision of Taxes ('02)

Garrison-Corbin

Patricia

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Gillen

Kevin

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Gittler

Robert

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Glancey

David

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Gold

Heidi

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Goode

Wilson

Mayor ('88)

Goode Jr.

W. Wilson

City Council ('02)

Grabb

Rob

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Gwartney

Ted

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Haak

John

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Haider

Elinor

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Hammoudeh

Shawkat

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Haver

Lance

Henry

Ronald

Consumers Education Protective Association ('97)
Exec. Dir. PA Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority
('92)

Hildestad

Harold

Himmelstein

Jacob

Henry George School of Social Science ('88)

Hindelang

Tom

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Hohns

Adrew

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Jackson

Robert

Pres. Homeowners Association ('03)

Jacobs

Paul

Cole Layer Trumble Company ('02)

Jacobs

Paul

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Jastrzab

Gary

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Jensen

Paul

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Johnson

Wilbur

The New Observer ('79)

Johnson

Robert

City Council ('89)

Johnson

Jametta

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Jones

Raymond

Vice Chairman, Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Joyce

Philip

Daily News ('82)

Kammerdeiner

Nancy

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Katz

Sam

Financial Consultant ('91)

Kenney

James

City Council ('02)

Krazewski

Joan

City Council ('02)

Kurtz

Stephen

Commerce Director ('92)

Land

Annamarie

City Council ('89)

Levin

Harvey

Board of Revision of Taxes ('02)

Levitt

Martin

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Longstreth

W. Thacher

City Council ('02)

Lucidi

Diane

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel
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SOURCE LAST
NAME
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Madan

Vibhas

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Mandel

Brett

Assistant City Controller ('02)

Mariano

Richard

City Council ('02)

Mather

T. Michael

Chariman, Litigation Department City of Phila ('82)

Matlock-Turner

Sharmain

Pres. Greater Phila Urban Affairs Coalition ('02)

McCain

Roger

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

McCullough

Bruce

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

McElhatton

Dan

City Council ('92)

McGeary

Kerrie Ann

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

McNeely

Sean

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

McPherson

Charlie

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Meade

Charlesretta

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Melvin

Jackson

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Mescalotto

Barry

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Meyer

Stephen

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Milkman

Janet

Miller

William

Monson

Uri

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel
Communications Chair, Philadelphia Tax Reform
Commission ('03)
Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Mullin

Stephen

Finance Director ('92)

Murdoch

Carter

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Murphy

Frederic

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Murray

Kathleen

Myers

Dede

Nadol

Michael

VP and Comm. Affairs Officer, Fed. Reserve of
Philadelphia
Mayor's Office on Policy ('92)

Nelson

Frank

PA Fair Tax Coalition ('90)

Newell

David

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Nix, III

Robert

Board of Revision of Taxes ('02)

Nutter

Michael

City Council ('97)

O'Neill

Brian

City Council ('02)

Ortiz

Angel

City Council ('02)

Osbourne

Marita

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Oxholm

Carl

Patusky

Chris

Petrone

Sheree

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel
Fels Institute of Government, University of
Pennsylvania ('02)
Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Pusic

Ronald

Research Analyst, House Urban Affiars Comm. ('84)

Radwanski

Anthony

Saidel Spokesman ('01)

Rafferty

Francis

City Council ('89)

Reed miller

Donna

City Council ('02)

Rendell

Ed

Mayor ('92)

Reveal

Betsy

Finance Director ('89)

Reveal

Elizabeth

Dir. Of Finance ('88)

Reynolds-Brown

Blondell

City Council ('02)

Rhoads

Sam

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Rizzo

Frank

City Council ('02)

Rowe

Kevin

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Rubin

Anne

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Sage

Joan
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Pittsburgh

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Saidel

Jonathan

City Controller ('03)

Schuman

Marvin

Philadelpha Federation of Teachers Reporter ('89)

Schwartz

Edward

Chairman, Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Searles

Dwayne

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Seymour

Barry

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Shestak

Annamarie

Dir. Phila. Developers Alliance ('88)

Silberstein

Dveral

Board of Revision of Taxes ('02)

Sorgenti

Harold

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Specter

Joan

City Council ('88)

Stein

Jonathan

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Street

John

City Council ('89)

Tarsella

Joseph

Tasco

Marian

City Council ('02)

Taubenberger

Al

Vice Chairman, Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Tayoun

James

City Council ('82)

Terhune

Andrew

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Tirjan

Paul

Burrill&Co. ('02)

Tsetsekos

George

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

VandenBrul

Andrew

Philadelphia Tax Reform Commission ('03)

Verna

Anna

Vice Pres. City Council ('02)

Vignola

Joseph

Exec. Dir. PICA

Vincent

Joshua

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Voith

Dick

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Wachter

Susan

Wharton ('88)

Webster

Dick

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Weinstein

Michael

Haverford College ('88)

Weintraub

Stewart

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Wernecke

ML

Land Value Estimation Study Advisory Panel

Wood

Anthony

Zwanetz

David

Board of Revision of Taxes ('02)

Anderson

Charles

Mayor ('29-32 & '37-'39)

Arnheim

Stuart

Arnheim & Neely Inc. ('82)

Balcer

Michelle

Barnes

Tom

Barry III

Herbert

Baskin

Jerome

Real Estate Exec ('82)

Belko

Mark

Post Gazette ('01)

Bodack

Leonard

State Senator

Brennan

Donald

City Council ('76)

Post Gazette ('85)

Caliguiri

Mayor ('82)

Catino

Ralph

City Clerk ('87)

Cimino

Dominick

Bldg Inspector ('97)

Clark

Margaret

Cohen

Dan

City Council ('01)

Cosetti

Joseph

City Treasurer ('76)

Coyne

William

City Council ('78)

Coyne

Michael

City Council ('89)
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SOURCE LAST
NAME
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AFFILIATION

Craig

John

Post Gazette ('84)

Craig Jr.

John

Post Gazette ('01)

Cusick

Joe

City Council ('97)

Diven

Michael

City Council ('98)

Donatello

George

Sabre Systems ('00)

Epperson

David

Farmer

Paul

Deputy Planning Director ('85)

Fees

Richard

Dept. of Finance ('00)

Ferlo

Jim

City Council ('01)

Fitzgerald

Rich

City Council ('01)

Fitzpatrick

Dan

Post Gazette ('01)

Frailey

Errol

President, Pitt. Downtown Partnership ('96)

Gallagher

Jim

Post Gazette ('88)

Gannon

Joyce

Post Gazette ('01)

Geiger

Vincent

Equitable Life Assurance Society, ('82)

Georgetti

Nello

Mayor's Office ('89)

Givens

Richard

City Council ('83)

Hayllar

Ben

Finance Director ('92)

Herron

John

Mayor ('33)

Hertzberg

Alan

City Council ('98)

Infanti

Anthony

U of Pitt Law Professor ('01)

Jacoby

George

Jannis

Peter

Chief Accounting Officer ('01)

Kahn

Jacques

Golden Triangle Association ('82)

Kay

Richard

Bldg Owners and Managers Assoc ('82)

Kells

Bill

King

Margaret Ann

Kusner

Linda

Dept. of Finance ('00)

Langer

Elenor

Board of Public Educ. ('81)

Laughlin

Susan

Representative

Lewis

Craig

Senator

Lindeman

Teresa

Post Gazette ('01)

Lucchino

Frank

Controller ('87)

Lyons Jr

Otis

City Council ('89)

Magee

William

Mayor ('09-'13 & '22-'25)

Mahaffey

Lloyd

Malone

David

Margolis

Harry

Retail Merchants Assoc. ('81)

Masloff

Sophie

Mayor ('88)

Matter

David

McCartan

Ruth

McDonald

Valerie

City Council ('01)

McLean

Ellen

Finance Director ('89)

McNair

William

Mayor ('34-36)

McNulty

Timothy

Post Gazette ('02)

McQueenan

Chuck

Miller

David

Murdy

James
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Pittston

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Murphy

Tom

Mayor ('02)

Neri

Albert

Post Gazette ('82)

O’Connor

Bob

President, City Council ('01)

Ochs

Jack

U of Pitt Professor

Onorato

Dan

Controller ('01)

Orie

Jane

State Senator

Perrin

Leslie

Joseph Horne Co ('82)

Pierce

Robert

Attorney ('87)

Pippy

John

State Representative

Plunkett

Olga

Pollock

Mark

City Council ('89)

Renne

Paul

Pitt. 21st Century Future Commission ('02)

Ricciardi

Gene

City Council ('96)

Robinson

William Russell

City Council ('82)

Robinson

Jonathan

Roddey

James

Rosenthal

Irv

Roth

Mark

Post Gazette ('82)

Sabatini

Patricia

Post Gazette ('01)

Schleicher

Jerry

Schmeiser

Ronald

Finance Director ('85)

Sciortino

Henry

Deputy Treasurer ('88)

Scully

Cornelius

Mayor ('37-'45)

Sheehan

Andrew

Post Gazette ('89)

Shillo

Steven

City Treasurer ('84)

Simon

Herbert

Soboff

Robert

Spatter

Sam

Stanizzo

Rich

Stephenson

Sam

Stone

Robert Rade

City Council ('82)

Sullivan

Dan

PA Fair Tax Coalition ('92)

Turner

James

Finance Director ('88)

Udin

Sala

City Council ('98)

Wagner

Jack

City Council ('87)

Wallace

Richard

Superintendent ('89)

Webb

Robert

County Manager ('01)

Weir

Michael

PA Economy League ('01)

Williams

Doris Carson

Pitt. 21st Century Future Commission ('02)

Williams

P.R.

City Council Bldg.

Williams

Percy

Chief Assessor ('23)

Wise

Marion

Treasurer ('92)

Woods

Ben

City Council ('88)

Zentek

Barbara

Driscoll

Paul

Mullin and Lonergan Associates Planning Consultants

Grimes

John

Dir., chamber of Commerce ('87)

McGarry

Paul

City Clerk ('89)

County Exec ('00)

Pittsburgh Press ('87)
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Milazzo

Coreen

Walsh

Thomas

President, Pittston Business and Professional
Association
Mayor ('87)

Watson

John

Sunday Dispatch ('87)

Gay

Lewis

Borough Treasurer ('03)

Jones

Robert

Borough Manager ('02)

Pottsville

Pacenta

Anthony

Mayor ('86)

Reading

no names in file

Scranton

Beahan

James

City Business Administrator ('79)

Burke

Austin

President, Scranton Chamber of Commerce ('91)

Comerford

Tom

President, City Council ('89)

Comerford

Thomas

City Council ('86)

Connors

James

Mayor (91)

Culkin

John

Asst. Business Administrator ('83)

Donahue

Gerard

City Council ('82)

Gerrity

William

City Council ('89)

Gilhooley

Thomas

City Council

Giunta

John

University of Scranton ('83)

Grochowski

Mitch

Scranton Tribune ('89)

CITY

Pottstown

AFFILIATION

Hickey

Mayor ('79)

Horton

Joseph

Dean, University of Scranton ('91)

Kelly

John

Real Estate Tax Expert ('79)

Manzo

Vince

City Council ('86)

McDowell

Tim

OECD Director

McNulty

James

Mayor ('82)

Melnick

Michael

City Council ('91)

Miller

David

Solicitor

Naughton

Frank

City Clerk ('96)

Powell

Tom

News Director, WDAU ('70)

Refice

Joseph

City Controller

Rossi

Richard

Business Administrator ('84)

Staff

Thomas

Times Staff Writer

Strickland

Harry

University of Scranton ('70)

Trama

Neil

President, City Council ('78)

Wenzel

David

Mayor ('89)

Steelton

Musser

Michael

Borough Manager ('89)

Sunbury

Eister

James

City Council

Halko

Joseph

City Council ('94)

Mackey

William

City Council ('94)

Pering

David

Mayor ('04)

Rohrbach

William

City Council ('94)

Shipman

John

City Council
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CITY

Tamaqua

Titusville

Uniontown

Washington

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Snyder, Jr.

Robert

City Council

Troup

Kevin

City Council

Walter

Everett

City Council ('94)

Bayer

Steve

Councilman ('01)

Freeh-Stefanek

Pat

Councilman ('01)

Gursky

Micah

Councilman ('01)

Smulligan

Ken

Councilman ('01)

Trudich

John

Councilman ('01)

Ford

Carolyn

City Manager ('97)

Herman

Jon

Titusville Herald ('87)

McGregor

Timothy

City Council ('93)

Peden

Dennis

City Manager ('88)

Rhoades

Robert

Mayor ('94)

Shim

Ki

U. of Pitt at Titusville

Yates

John

Titusville Herald ('93)

Zardarko

Fred

City Council ('93)

David

Samuel

Solicitor

Ellis

Charles

City Council

Fisher

John

City Council

Giachetti

Grace

City Clerk ('91)

John

Odella

City Council

King

Stephanie

Exec. Dir. Redevelopment Authority of Uniontown ('92)

Knapp

Stephanie

Director Community Development

Lewellyn

Charles

Controller

Machesky

Charles

City Council

Machesky

Harry

Mayor ('92)

Maher

Susan

Treasurer

Mondell

Benjamin

City Comproller's Office ('93)

Mulligan

Harry

Finance Officer

Sileo

James

City Council

Abel

Edward

Treasurer ('93)

Blummer

Janice

Finance Officer ('91)

Crouse

Jack

Observer-Reporter ('84)

Gomez

Susanne

City Council ('85)

Johnston

David

City Council ('93)

Keene, Jr.

William

City Council ('93)

Kelley

Constance

Landowner

King

Francis

Mayor ('92)

Nicolella

Robert

City Council ('93)

Rossi

Janice

Dep Dir. Accts. & Finance ('97)

Ruscello

Ralph

Controller ('93)

Spossey

Anthony

Mayor ('96)

Tennant

James

Landowner

Thomas

Joseph

City Administrator ('97)
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CITY

Wilkes Barre

Williamsport

York

SOURCE LAST
NAME

SOURCE FIRST
NAME

AFFILIATION

Watson

Jeffrey

Smider & Watson ('93)

Williams

Bob

Director ('87)

Williard

Gary

City Administrator ('96)

Anstett

John

Bureau of Assessment ('03)

Bender

David

Times Leader ('87)

Falcone

Carmen

City Council ('87)

Freeman

Marian

Finance Director ('94)

Higgins

Debby

Citizens' Voice ('87)

Maslowski

Leonarda

Citizens' Voice ('87)

McGarry

Paul

City Clerk ('87)

McGlynn

Mike

Citizens' Voice ('87)

McGroarty

Tom

Milazzo

Coreen

Morrissey

Thomas

City Hall
President, Pittston Business and Professional
Association ('87)
City Assessor ('87)

Namey

Lee

Mayor ('89)

Sheridan

Pat

Land Tax Advocate

Bailey

Thomas

City Council (89)

Bloom

Jessie

Mayor ('89)

Bullock

Carolyn

City Council (89)

Calistri

Leland

Treasurer ('89)

Casale

Michael

Solicitor ('89)

Confer

John

City Council ('90)

Cooney

James

Finance Officer ('89)

Fox

Bob

Controller ('89)

Gahr

Richard

City Solicitor (89)

Hipple

Randall

Pres. City Council (89)

Lucasi

Stephen

Mayor (82)

Neidig, Jr.

Lawrence

City Council (89)

Pagana

Elda

City Clerk (89)

Pagana

Charles

Vice Pres. City Council (89)

Steinbacher

Kathleen

City Planner ('80)

Althaus

William

Mayor (84)

Diffenderfer

J. Barry

Revenue Officer ('94)

Hydeman

Al

York Comm. Devel. Coordinator ('83)

Krout

John

Mayor ('74)

Marshall

Elizabeth

Mayor ('78)

Menzer

Eric

Community Development

Mitten

Robert

Asst. Superintendent for Bus. Affairs ('95)

Neu

Carl

Exec. Dir. Greater York Chamber of Commerdce ('77)

Robertson

Charles

Mayor ('95)

Rozelle, Esq.

Janis

Stets

Lawrence

Community Development ('79)

Thompson

Dianne

City Clerk (02)
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